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Even as the striking junior
doctors defied Mamata

Banerjee for the second time on
Saturday turning down her
offer for talks, the Bengal Chief
Minister swore by her
“patience” saying like the other
State Governments she had all
the legal means to invoke the
coercive Essential Services
Maintenance Act (ESMA) but
had thus far desisted from tak-
ing the extreme step on
humanitarian grounds.

“The Government is show-
ing patience, sympathy for the
doctors but now it is time for
them to act and resume duty.
We have conceded to all the
demands that the doctors had
made,” she said, wondering
why the doctors refused to
meet her at the State
Secretariat.

In Kolkata, a representative
of the striking doctors said,
“This is an issue relating to
thousands of doctors who are
being attacked every day. The
Government is calling a few of
them to hold closed-door
meeting. We are not ready to
accept that. We want the CM to
come here at the NRS Hospital
and see for herself the condi-
tion we work in and give assur-
ances in public to rectify them.”

“We are eagerly waiting to
start our duty, but from the
Chief Minister’s side there is no
such honest initiative to find a
solution (of the ongoing prob-
lem),” a spokesperson of the
joint forum of junior doctors
told reporters.

Meanwhile, after giving a
48-hour ultimatum to West
Bengal Chief Minister Mamata
Banerjee, doctors of Delhi’s
AIIMS said they have resumed
work for now but they will go
on an indefinite strike if no
action is taken against the
attack on the doctor in Kolkata.
“We condemn the hostile and
unapologetic attitude of the
Government of West Bengal.
Our protest at AIIMS, New
Delhi continues until justice is
meted out,” they said.

In what the striking doc-
tors of NRS Medical College
and Hospital saw a “veiled
threat”, the Chief Minister said,
“Though we have Supreme
Court verdict in our favour and
though we have previous
instances of other State
Governments invoking the
ESMA, we have desisted from
taking such strong actions as
we do not want to take any
coercive actions on the young
boys and girls who are like our

own children.” 
Mamata’s renewed appeal

to doctors to resume duty
came close on the heels of a let-
ter from West Bengal Governor
KN Tripathi, who directed the
Government to take adequate
security measures for the doc-
tors and restore normalcy in
the health sector.

Referring to the earlier
instances of ESMA being
invoked, Mamata said, “In
2008/2009 the Narendra Modi
Government of Gujarat had
enforced ESMA and even
arrested 150 doctors while in
2015 the AAP Government of
Delhi too invoked the same

Act. Again the BJP
Governments of Rajasthan and
Haryana implemented ESMA
and the Government of Jammu
& Kashmir too did the same
thing. But here our
Government is taking a soft
approach towards the young
doctors who have bright future
ahead of them.”

She said, “We believe in
humanism and expect the doc-
tors to do the same. They are
into a noble profession,” and
reminded, “despite they heck-
led and abused me at the SSKM
Hospital where I had gone to
see whether the Emergency
was functioning or not I did

not take any action. Any other
person in my place would have
taken strong action as they did
in the other States earlier.”

The doctors’ campaign ear-
lier spread like wildfire after
on-duty junior doctors of NRS
Medical College were on
Monday night brutally beaten
up by hooligans following the
death of a patient. 

Even as the NRSCH doc-
tors struck work demanding
adequate security measures
and arrest of all the 200 people
who had attacked the hospital,
the protest spread and their col-
leagues from other hospitals
and medical colleges struck
work.
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Against the backdrop of the
ongoing debate over India’s

Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) growth rate and unem-
ployment besides his
Government’s aim to make
India a five-trillion economy,
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
on Saturday asked the States to
pitch in with their contribution
by recognising their respective
core competence and working
towards raising the GDP targets
and per capita incomes.

In his opening remarks at
the fifth meeting of the
Governing Council of NITI
Aayog, the Prime Minister
said, “The goal to make India
a five-trillion-dollar economy
by 2024 is challenging but can
surely be achieved. The States
should recognise their core
competence and work towards
raising GDP targets right from
the district level.” 

The Modi Government has
faced criticism over rising job-
lessness and slow GDP growth
rate. 

According to the Ministry
of Statistics and Programme
Implementation (MoSPI),
unemployment in the country

is at a four-decade-high while
the Government’s former Chief
Economic Adviser, Arvind
Subramanian, recently brought
the focus back on the GDP
growth rate saying between
2011-12 and 2016-17 it was
over-estimated by 2.5 per cent
(should have been about 4.5
per cent instead of the official
estimate of close to 7 per cent).
The Centre has denied it and
said it will come up with a
point-by-point rebuttal. 

While Modi spoke of a col-
lective fight against poverty,
unemployment, drought, flood,
pollution, corruption and vio-
lence, he stressed that NITI
Aayog has a key role to play in
fulfilling the mantra of “Sabka
Saath, Sabka Vikas,
SabkaVishwas”. After winning
the 2019 Lok Sabha polls, Modi
has given a new slogan “Sabka
Vishwas” to win the trust of the
minorities. 

With several parts of the
country facing drought-like
situation, Modi called for effec-
tive steps to tackle it by adopt-
ing “per-drop, more-crop”
strategy. He said attention has
to be given to water conserva-
tion and raising the ground-
water table. 
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The Centre on Saturday
sought a report “urgently”

from the West Bengal
Government on the ongoing
strike by the doctors even as it
wrote to all State Governments
to consider enacting a specific
legislation for protecting the
medical professionals from any
form of violence. The Centre

also asked all the States to take
strict action against any person
who assaults doctors. 

In its advisory to the West
Bengal Government, the MHA
said it has received a number
of representations from doc-
tors, healthcare professionals
and medical associations from
different parts of the country
for their security in view of the
ongoing strike by doctors. “It is
requested that a detailed report
be sent urgently on the repre-
sentations and ongoing strike
by the doctors,” it said. 

For his part Union Health
Minister Harsh Vardhan wrote
to all the Chief Ministers
regarding the law to protect the
medicos and the need to take
strict action against any person
who assaults doctors. 

Along with his letter, Harsh
Vardhan attached a copy of the
Draft Act provided by IMA —
the Protection of Medical
Service Persons and 
Medical Service Institutions
(Prevention of Violence and
Damage or Loss of Property)
Act, 2017.
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The Centre on Saturday
sought a report from the

Mamata Banerjee dispensa-
tion on the measures it took in
light of the “unabated” and
“increasing” incidents of polit-
ical violence and resultant
deaths since 2016 in the State.

The Ministry of Home
Affairs (MHA) said according
to reports it received, the num-
ber of incidents of political vio-
lence in West Bengal increased
from 509 in 2016 to 1,035 in
2018. While as many as 773
incidents have already
occurred in 2019 till date, cor-
respondingly, the death toll has
risen from 36 in 2016 to 96 in
2018. In 2019, 26 deaths have
been reported, it stated.

The MHA said the con-
tinued trend of political vio-
lence from 2016 through 2019
is indicative of the “failure” on
the part of the law-enforce-
ment machinery of the State in
maintaining the rule of law and
inspiring a sense of security
among the people. 

The “unabated violence
over the years is evidently a

matter of deep concern”, the
Centre said, pointing out the
growing number of election-
related and political violence. 

“It is requested that a
report may be sent to this
Ministry on the steps taken by
the State Government and its
law enforcement machinery to
investigate the incidents of
violence to bring the culprits to
book as also the measures
taken to contain and curb vio-
lence,” the MHA’s advisory to
the Trinamool Congress
Government said.

While violence marred the
recently-concluded Lok Sabha
elections in the State, in the
post-poll scenario too the
TMC and the BJP, which has
emerged as the principal chal-
lenger to the ruling party, have
been at serious loggerheads
with both sides accusing each
other of unleashing violence
against each other’s workers.

West Bengal Governor
Kesharinath Tripathy recently
met Union Home Minister
Amit Shah and Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, apparently to
brief them about the current
situation in the State.
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After skipping Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s

swearing in ceremony, West
Bengal Chief Minister Mamata
Banerjee and her Telangana
counterpart K Chandrashekhar
Rao on Saturday gave a miss to
the fifth meeting of the
Governing Council of Niti
Aayog chaired by the PM. 

Punjab Chief Minister
Amarinder Singh could not
attend the meeting due to
health reasons, sources said,
adding the 
State was represented by its
Finance Minister. Mamata,
KCR, and Amarinder had
skipped Modi’s swearing-in
ceremony on May 23.

In a letter to Modi, the
Mamata had expressed her

inability to attend the Niti
Aayog meeting on June 15, say-
ing it is “fruitless” as the body
has no financial powers to
support State plans.

Sources said the Telangana
CM is busy with preparations
for the launch of his 
ambitious �80,000-crore
Kaleshwaram lift irrigation
project that would end water
woes in the State. 
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Himachal Chief Minister Jai
Ram Thakur showcased

the strengths of Himachal
Pradesh, meticulously framed
policies, suitable opportuni-
ties and State’s readiness to
encourage investment during
his visit to the Netherlands late
Friday evening.

Addressing the  second
international ‘Road show’ orga-
nized by the State Government
in association with the
Confederation of Indian
Industry (CII) at The Hauge,
Thakur said that Netherlands
was the second-largest exporter
of agricultural products in the
world and was known for its
smart logistics, storage, and
packaging technologies that
keep food fresh longer that
make agriculture as an impor-
tant area of collaboration. 

A statement issued here,
quoting the chief minister said
that trade cooperation in the
agricultural space would 
benefit both the nations and
supplement the efforts of the
Government to double its food
production and double its
farmer’s income and the world
knows that the Netherlands has
the technologies to make it
happen. 

“My Government is
putting up earnest efforts and
budget on the renewal of apple
orchards but still it has no
match to the Netherlands, as
the Dutch apple trees have a
yield per hectare of 5 times the
yield of the traditional apple
trees variety in Himachal
Pradesh, he added.

The Chief Minister said
that due to pristine atmosphere,
peaceful environment, cultur-
al diversity & linguistic plural-
ity, Himachal Pradesh was one
of the most visited States of the
country. He said that there was
immense potential available to

the investors to invest in this
key sector. Adventure tourism
such as skiing, eco-tourism,
developing Ski Resorts etc.
also offered vast opportunities
for the investment, he added.

Showcasing the investment
opportunities being provided
to the potential entrepreneurs,
Chief Minister said that the
State Government was 
providing attractive incentives
under the Industrial Policy to
boost investment in the State. 

He said that the Policy has
been further amended to make
it more attractive and industry
friendly. “Special focus has
been given in the new indus-
trial policy to encourage invest-
ment in sectors such as
Tourism, AYUSH, IT &
Electronics and Hydro Energy,
food processing and fruit pro-
cessing etc”, he added.

Thakur said that the State
Government was keen to do
business with Netherlands
because Dutch economy was
very open and relies strongly
on international trade. He said
that Netherlands served as the
gateway for over 20 percent of
all European Union-bound
Indian exports and we were
sure that the country would
play a pivotal role in India’s
future trade talks
with the European Union, he
added.

Thakur said the State
Government was organizing its
first Global Investors Meet in
2019 at Dharamshala for mak-
ing it globally competitive and
a leader among Indian states.
The main objective of this
Meet was to highlight
Himachal Pradesh, before the
whole world as a place for
investment and opportunities,
he said.

Earlier, the State
Government signed a MoU
with ASSOCHAM Europe in
Netherlands through Vikas

Chaturvedi Chairman
ASSOCHAM Netherlands to
strengthen and expand in the
area of agriculture, horticulture,
logistic and infrastructure.  The
ASSOCHAM Europe facili-
tates business between Europe
and India.

The State Government also
signed MoU with CM Corps
for �500 crore to develop golf
resort in Kangra district. The
project is expected to start in

the month of January, 2020 and
would provide employment to
over 1000 people.

Yet another MoU worth
�300 crore was also signed
with Takshinda Foundation
for establishing an interna-
tional Skill University in
Kangra district of the State. The
project is also expected to start
by January, 2020.

Industries Minister Bikram
Singh extended a warm 

welcome and stated about the
State’s Readiness to attract
investment and highlighted
that Himachal Pradesh has
made a commendable step in
establishing a manufacturing
economy with  over 50,000
manufacturing Units 
in the State providing employ-
ment to over four lakh persons.  

He further added that the
State Government houses a
dedicated ‘Investment

Promotion & Facilitation
Centre (IPFC)’ which acts as a
centralized one-stop-shop for
the investors / businesses and
provides complete handholding
support in a structured,
focused and comprehensive
manner.

Ambassador of India to
Netherlands, Venu Rajamony
stated that Himachal had enor-
mous advantages and
strengths–dynamic political

leadership, led by one of the
youngest Chief Ministers in the
country.

He assured of a stable gov-
ernment and a proactive
bureaucracy, keen to promote
enabling business environment
and attract foreign investments
and lead the state 
towards the path of economic
growth.

He also highlighted of the
great advantage the State

Government enjoys with the
Central Government as the
present Government in State
and Central belongs to the
same political party.

Additional Chief Secretary
cum Principal Secretary to
Chief Minister Shrikant Baldi
delivered a brief presentation
on the investment
Opportunities in Tourism &
Real Estate. 

He first expressed brief
opportunities in the field of
Tourism in Himachal Pradesh
like Adventure Activities,
Trekking & Camping, Wildlife,
Unexplored Cold Desert,
History, Architecture,
Spirituality and Harmony. 

He further explained about
the individual potential
investible projects in details like
Five Star Resorts, Ski Resorts,
Eco Tourism, Convention
Centre, Hot Water Wellness
Resort, Sky Bridge, Lake
Tourism, Destination
Development, Ropeways, Civil
Aviation, Tea Tourism and
Tented Accommodation.

He also shared that the
Himachal Pradesh is the best
suited for the investment in real
estate sector because of robust
demand, enabling 
environment and robust sup-
port as well as organic demand
from near-by States especially
in mid hills such as Shimla,
Solan, Dharamshala and
Palampur.

Additional Chief Secretary
Industries, Manoj Kumar gave
a concise presentation high-
lighting on the facts why India
is considered the 
economic bright spot in glob-
al economy and how Himachal
Pradesh is an ideal ‘Haven for
Investors’. 

He gave a succinct brief on
the 8 focus sectors in Himachal
Pradesh and shared the 
reasons for investing in these
sectors.
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The President of Punjab
Olympic Association

(POA) Sukhdev Singh Dhindsa
on Saturday voluntarily
resigned from his office after
which Vice President Brahm
Mohindra was nominated as
the Working President till the
elections to the association are
held.

In the Executive Meeting
and Annual General House of
the POA here at the Punjab
Olympic Bhawan, the services
of Dhindsa as President for 41
years were applauded and it
was unanimously decided to
make him the Life President of
POA in order to enable him to
keep guiding the 
association. 

The meeting also saw con-
gratulations pouring in for
Dhindsa for being bestowed

with the Padma Bhushan and
the award was applauded as a
matter of honour for the asso-
ciation. 

The meeting saw the unan-
imous passing of the proposal
to nominate the Vice President
of the association and Local
Government Minister, Punjab,
Brahm Mohindra as the
Working President. The pro-
posal afterwards also got the
green light from the Annual
General House. 

During the meeting, the
decision was also arrived at to
form a committee under the
leadership of Mohindra which
would coordinate with the
Punjab Government concern-
ing matters related to the asso-
ciation. 

On the occasion,
Mohindra and Cabinet
Minister Bharat Bhushan Ashu
announced grants to the POA

to the tune of Rs. 10 lakh each
from their discretionary quo-
tas which was appreciated by
the members.

Earlier, the Secretary
General of the POA, Raja KS
Sidhu while conducting the
proceedings presented the
report detailing the various
works undertaken during the
previous period. 

He said that under the
stewardship of Dhindsa, a
sprawling Punjab Olympic
Association bhawan came up at
Mohali. 

The efforts done by the
Senior Vice President of the
POA Rajdeep Singh Gill with
regard to constructing a Hall of
Fame within the bhawan were
also appreciated. 

The Hall of Fame depicts
photographs plus achievements
of the international level play-
ers from Punjab.
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Himachal Rural
Development and

Panchayati Raj Minister
Virender Kanwar on Saturday
said that Gram Panchayats
would now be able to install
hand pumps in their areas
from the funds being provided
by the 14th Finance
Commission. 

The guidelines in this
regard have been issued to all
Gram Panchayats of the state,
he said.  The Minister said that
the Gram Panchayats will have
to forward their demand for
installing hand pumps to the
regional office of the Irrigation
and Public Health department
for preparation of estimate. 

The department would
provide the required financial
assistance from the funds of
14th Finance Commission for

this purpose as per the estimate
prepared by the Panchayats.

Kanwar said that funds are
directly being forwarded to
the Gram Panchayats under the
14th Finance Commission.

A provision has been
made to provide �1,800 crore
to the Gram Panchayats of the
State from this head, out of
which �488 crore will be pro-
vided during this financial
year. 

As the first installment for
this financial year, the State
Government has received an
amount of �244.32 crores from
the Central government, which
is being provided directly to the
Gram Panchayats.

He said that this decision
will help in redressing the
drinking water problem in the
rural areas besides constructing
permanent properties under
the 14th Finance Commission.
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There was no respite from
heatwave conditions in

Punjab and Haryana on
Saturday, according to the MeT
department. Bhiwani in 
Haryana was the hottest place
in the region at a maximum of
44.1 degrees Celsius, followed
by Hisar at 44 degrees 
Celsius, three degrees above the
normal. 

Ambala recorded a high of
43.6 degrees, up to six notches
above the normal, followed by
Karnal (43) and Narnaul (42.5),
both of which 
registered their maximum tem-
peratures of up to five degrees
above the normal, the weath-
erman said.

Chandigarh, the joint cap-
ital of Punjab and Haryana,
recorded a maximum of 42.6
degrees Celsius, four notches
above the normal.

The maximum tempera-

ture in Punjab’s Amritsar was
42.3 degrees Celsius. 

Ludhiana recorded a high
of 43.3 degrees Celsius while
Patiala registered a maximum
of 43.9 degrees Celsius, they

said. 
The weather department

has forecast dust storm accom-
panied by lightening at isolat-
ed places in both the states in
the next 24 hours.
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Taking note of the reports of
economic exploitation of

parents by the managements of
certain private schools, Punjab
Education Minister Vijay Inder
Singla Education has issued
directions that all the private
schools affiliated to CBSE/ICSE
and Punjab School Education
Board across the State shall not
direct or compel parents to buy
school uniform and books
from an earmarked shop. 

The sale of uniform and
books within the school
premises has also been pro-
hibited, henceforth.

The guidelines issued in
this context also state that the
uniform once introduced in
school should be carried on for
at least three years and no
change in the colour and design
of school uniform be intro-
duced in that period. 

The details pertaining to
design, colour, texture and
material etc. should be
uploaded on the school website
so that parents may buy ready-
made uniform or get them
tailor made as per their choice
and resources.

Besides, it has been made
mandatory for school author-

ities to use approved books
based on the board syllabi and
upload the list of those books
on the school website, leaving
the choice of buying books
solely to the discretion of stu-
dents and parents. 

The guidelines issued to
private schools State that it has
been observed that certain
schools recommend books of
private publishers who in con-
nivance with school manage-
ment change the chronology of
chapters of last year’s books,
irrespective of the fact that
Board made no changes in the
syllabi. 

This is being done in order
to befool the parents and chil-
dren so that they may not use
second-hand books and incur
fresh expenditure on new

books. 
So, the malpractice needs

to be checked and the par-
ents/students may not be com-
pelled to buy new books.

Giving a week’s time for
compliance, it has been
informed that nonexistence of
school website would not be
accepted as an excuse towards
failure in uploading the said
details, so the schools may
create their website and upload
the information regarding the
approved books as well as the
school uniform. Random
checks would be made to
ensure conformity.

The orders clearly state
that the N.O.C of the schools
failing to comply the directions
of the department would be
cancelled.
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To prepare  a
Comprehensive Water

Management Master Plan for
conservation and management
of water Resources to tackle
declining ground water in State,
Punjab Water Resources
Minister Sukhbinder Singh
Sarkaria on Saturday met three-
member team of experts from
Israel  at Amritsar.

The experts team along
with senior officers of  Water
Resources Department had
earlier visited various parts of
the state to assess the present
situation and the challenges
being faced by Punjab in deal-
ing with the water sector.
During their three-day visit, the
team of experts has got an
overview of the existing water
resources and infrastructure
in the state.

The experts team of
International Special Projects
Coordinator of Mekorot Diego
Berger, Project Manager Niv
Pintow,  Water Engineer of
Mekorot for North district

Tomer Malol discussed ways
and means with the Minister to
deal with grave 
problem of deteriorating con-
dition of water resources in the
State.

The team apprised Sarkaria
that they will submit 6 reports
‘Study in current situation of
water sector’, ‘Water based
economy regulations’,

‘Projections of the water
Resources’, ‘Projection of Water
demand’, ‘Alternative water sup-
ply schemes’, ‘Economic analy-
sis and master plan summary
and recommendations’ for
Punjab.

Notably, the National
Water company of Israel,
Mekorot and Punjab
Government had signed an

agreement in April, 2019  after
the visit of Punjab Chief
Minister Captain Amarinder
Singh to Israel in October,
2018.

As per the agreement, the
recommendations of Mekorot
shall be submitted in 18
months. The final report of the
master plan is expected in
October 2020.
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Awoman was lashed with a
leather belt, punched and

kicked by a group of men after
being dragged out of her house
in Punjab’s Muktsar district for
allegedly failing to repay
�23,000 she had borrowed
from one of them, following
which six persons were arrest-
ed, police said on Saturday.

A video of the brutal
assault has gone viral, 
triggering outrage.  An elder-
ly woman who was trying to
stop the accused was also
pushed, showed the video.

Police said the woman was
assaulted as she could not
repay �23,000, which she owed
to one Suresh Chaudhary.  She
has been admitted to the civil
hospital and was stated to be
out of danger, they said.  “We
have arrested six persons in this
case,” said Manjit Singh Dhesi,
Muktsar’s Senior
Superintendent of Police.

Suresh Chaudhary, Roop
Lal, Sunny Chaudhary, Guddi,
Sekhu and Jebo have been

arrested, while four others --
Rakesh Chaudhary, Hassan,
Renu and Jyoti were on the on
the run, police said.

The have been booked
them under several charges,
including attempt to murder.
Police said efforts were being
made to arrest the remaining
four accused.    

Punjab Chief Minister
Capt Amarinder Singh con-
demned the incident and said
such acts of violence will not be
tolerated.

“Accused in the video
from Muktsar have been arrest-
ed by Punjab police & booked
for attempt to murder u/s 307
IPC. No one is above the law
and such acts of violence will
not be tolerated (sic),” the chief
minister tweeted.
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Urging Meghalaya Chief
Minister Conrad Sangma

to ensure all necessary steps to
provide protection to Punjabi
settlers in the North-Eastern
state, Punjab Chief Minister
Capt Amarinder has decided to
send a four-member delegation
to the state to resolve the issues
concerning the settlers.

The delegation, to be head-
ed by Water Resources Minister
Sukhbinder Singh Sarkaria,
will meet the Chief Minister
and other people in Meghalaya,
an official spokesperson said
here on Saturday.

The delegation will include
MPs Ravneet Singh Bittu and
Jasbir Singh Gill, along with
MLA Kuldeep Singh Vaid. DS
Mangat, Special Secretary,
Planning, has also been direct-
ed to accompany the delega-
tion, which the Chief Secretary
has been asked to coordinate.

The directions come amid
reports that the settlers have
received threats from certain
local banned terrorist organi-
zations warning them of dire
consequences if they resisted
the State Government’s

attempts to evict them.
“These reports have natu-

rally caused great concern back
in Punjab as these families
have been settled in Shillong
long before the country’s inde-
pendence,” said Capt
Amarinder in a letter to
Sangma requesting him to ini-
tiate urgent measures to instill
a sense of security among the
Punjabi settlers.

Underlining the sensitivi-
ty of the issue, the Punjab
Chief Minister stressed the
need for it to be carefully and
amicably resolved to the satis-
faction of all parties. 

He said it was important
that the issue not be allowed to
acquire a religious or parochial
colour.

In his letter, Capt
Amarinder referred to the visit
to Meghalaya last year by a
Punjab delegation headed by
Cooperation Minister to meet
the Chief Minister on the same
issue.

The delegation had also
met the settlers as well as other
officials in the Government
and was assured by all quarters
that due regard would be taken
not to displace them.
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Expressing concern over the water cri-
sis in Northern India, Punjab Chief

minister Capt. Amarinder Singh on
Saturday sought the Prime Minister ‘s
support for the upgradation of the state’s
water distribution infrastructure, while
calling for a fresh river waters tribunal
to address the disputes among 
neighbouring states in view of their
dwindling water availability.

In his speech circulated at the
NITI Aayog Governing Council meet-
ing, which he could not attend owing
to indisposition, Capt Amarinder sug-
gested a fresh water rivers states tribunal
to resolve water related tensions among. 

He has also called upon the Prime
Minister to provide a one-time debt
waiver to mitigate the distress of indebt-
ed farmers.

He urged the Government of India
to increase the annual assistance under
PM-KISAN from �6,000  to �12,000 per
farmer, and to also include farm work-
ers in its sweep. 

He also thanked the NITI Aayog for
acknowledging the State’s initiative,
`Pani Bachao, Paisa Kamao ‘.

Another issue raised by the Chief
Minister related to assistance for prop-
er development of Punjab’s border
areas, which he said was a national
responsibility. 

He regretted that the Centre had not
taken any action on the State’s similar
demand, for a special package for bor-
der areas, raised in the last two meet-
ings. 

He also called for greater inter-State
cooperation to effectively tackle cross-
border crimes. Captain Amarinder
demanded increase in the deployment
of paramilitary forces along the Punjab

border as well as a special financial assis-
tance package for upgradation of police
in the border areas, where it formed the
second line of defence.

Meanwhile, in a letter to Prime
Minister Narendra Modi, the Chief
Minister said that Punjab, in particular,
was witnessing an alarming degree of
over-utilization of ground water, main-
ly due to the extensive cultivation of
paddy which supports national food
security.

He pointed to the estimates of the
Central Ground Water Authority that
the over-utilization of underground
water in Punjab had risen to an alarm-
ing level of 168% of the recharge.
Further, the canal irrigation system in
Punjab , which forms the bedrock of the
State’s agriculture, was showing signs of
ageing, indicated by reduced water
carrying capacity and longer mainte-
nance periods, he added.

To address and mitigate this immi-
nent water crisis , the State Government
was taking several urgent measures to
reduce consumption of water, con-
serve water, improve the efficiency of
water utilization, and improve water
infrastructure in the State, said the Chief
Minister. Several schemes had been
framed by the State Government and
presented to Government of India for
assistance under its flagship pro-
grammes, amounting to �20,758 crores,
he pointed out.

The Chief Minister urged the
Government of India to provide the
maximum possible funding for all
these comprehensive projects, begin-
ning with the current financial year
2019-20.  He hoped that an appropri-
ate provision would be made in the
Government of India Budget to be pre-
sented in July 2019.
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Haryana Chief Minister,
Manohar Lal on Saturday

said Haryana Government is
focusing on moving  towards a
high Ease of Living Index for the
people of the state after systemat-
ically ushering in a new era of cor-
ruption free governance and spec-
tacular progress on almost all
indicators of human as well as
socio economic development.

Speaking during the fifth
meeting of the Governing Council
of NITI Aayog held under the
chairmanship of Prime Minister,
Narendra Modi at New Delhi on
Saturday, he said Haryana has
become Kerosene Free and Open
Defecation Free and moved from
14th to the 3rd rank in the Ease of
Doing Business and removed the
blot of female foeticide. 

Congratulating the Prime
Minister for the reconstitution of
the NITI Aayog, he said that it is
a hub of innovation and knowl-
edge for the States to learn from
each other and to replicate the suc-
cesses and good practices of oth-
ers.

Elaborating on the steps taken
by the Government in this direc-
tion, Manohar Lal said that being
both a leading agrarian and indus-
trial state, the State Government
focused on managing and regen-
erating water sources in a sus-
tainable manner.

He said that ‘Haryana Pond
and Waste Water Management
Authority’ was set up in 2017 for
development, protection, rejuve-
nation, conservation, construc-
tion and management of all the
ponds in the state. 

The Authority has developed
a ‘Pond Data Management
Software’ to monitor progress of
rejuvenation and development
works on over 14,000 water bod-
ies, ancient and new alike. Of
these, Gurugram Metropolitan
Development Authority is work-
ing on revival of more than 500
water bodies through rain water
harvesting. 

A comprehensive drainage
plan/’zero drain out system’ has
also been taken up for Gurugram.
The plan includes creation of
water harvesting structures,
pondage areas, channelization of

creeks and construction of
recharge wells.

The Chief Minister said that
under the scheme- ‘Other
Interventions under Pradhan
Mantri Krishi Sinchayee Yojana-
Per Drop More Crop’, 881 struc-
tures have been created and 13,656
hectares of area has benefitted in
10 districts of the State.  

In one of the most fragile agro-
ecological-zone of the State, 8,771
water harvesting structures includ-
ing check dams have been creat-
ed. There is a plan to construct
1,513 structures in 2019-20.

He welcomed the initiative Jal
Jeevan Mission- ‘Nal se Jal’ and
said that Haryana will participate
in this challenge mode mission to
increase the piped water supply in
the State.

As of now, all the 80 towns
have been provided piped water
supply in the State. Additionally,
under the ‘Maha Gram Yojana’ of
the State, the piped-water supply
is being extended further in the
rural areas in phased manner.

Speaking on the steps for
managing any drought situation
and relief measures, he said that
the preparedness of State admin-
istration to provide quick relief to
farmers in eventuality of a drought
has constantly been reviewed.
Drought and Flood Control

Rooms have already been activat-
ed in the State from May 20, 2019
onwards.

Manohar Lal said that under
the ‘Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima
Yojana’, against �406.27 crore pre-
mium collected from farmers, an
amount of �1140.98 crore has
been distributed to the farmers as
compensation in the last three
years, this is also more than the
total premium of �818.20 crore
paid to the insurance companies.
Further, adopting a liberal policy,
the Government has also given
compensation of �12,000 per acre,

for the crops damaged due to nat-
ural calamity.

He said that a normal 100 days
employment is being provided to
one family in the State under
MGNREGA, which will be
increased to 150 days during
drought conditions, 
if required. Further, drinking water
supply will be made available
through tankers and other mea-
sures to the public, in case of
drought situation.

He said that the State
Government has also announced
the Mewat Water Supply Channel

to meet the drinking water needs
of Mewat area.  

A separate budget of �30 crore
has been provided to Mewat
Development Board for various
developmental initiatives under
the Scheme for Integrated
Development of Mewat Area.
‘Haryana Rail Infrastructure
Development Corporation
Limited’ has undertaken feasibil-
ity study for new railway line
Sohna-Nuh-Alwar.

He welcomed the creation of
Marketing of rural agriculture,
horticulture and other allied prod-
ucts, which is an important com-
ponent of the post-harvest man-
agement programme.

He said that the State
Government is working in tandem
with the Union Government to
achieve the target set by Prime
Minister to double the income of
farmers by 2022 and improve
their overall well being. 

The seven action points being
undertaken in this regard includ-
ed effective irrigation methods,
provision of quality inputs – seeds
and fertilizers, prevention of post-
harvest losses, promotion of food
processing units, creation of e-
market, crop insurance and pro-
motion of allied activities – 
animal husbandry, dairying and
fisheries, etc.
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Cracking its whip Anti-Corruption
Bureau (ACB) on Saturday reg-

istered a case against deputy Mayor
Srinagar Municipal Corporation,
senior officers of J&K Bank and few
Government officials for illegal
appropriation of subsidy with inflat-
ed project cost for establishment of
CA storage at Lassipora, Pulwama.

According to the statement
issued by the spokesman of Anti
Corruption Bureau, “a case FIR No.
3/2019 under section 5(1) (d) PC Act
Samvat 2006, punishable u/S 5(2) of
the Act r/w 420 & 120-B RPC has
been registered in Police Station
Anti Corruption Bureau, South
Kashmir (Anantnag) against Shiekh
Imran Director M/S Kehwa Square
Pvt. Ltd. BohriKadal Srinagar, offi-
cers of J&K Bank and other govt offi-
cials, for illegal appropriation of
subsidy with inflated project cost for 
establishment of CA storage at
Lassipora, Pulwama”.

Earlier, IT raids 
were conducted on the premises of
Sheikh Imran on June 11 and sever-
al files pertaining to investments 
were seized. 
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Ahead of the Monsoon
Session of the Maharashtra

Legislature beginning on
Monday, Chief Minister
Devendra Fadnavis will expand
his Ministry on Sunday by
inducting “eight to ten” new
Ministers, including most
probably the erstwhile senior
Congress leader and leader of
the Opposition Radhkrishna
Vikhe-Patil and erstwhile NCP
leader and now a Shiv Sena
leader Jaydutta Kshirsagar, into
his Cabinet.

Among other things,
Fadnavis may drop from his
Cabinet State Housing Minister
Prakash Mehta of the BJP, who
is facing allegations of irregu-
larities in the permissions given
by a slum rehabilitation author-
ity (SRA) project at MP Mills
compound at Tardeo in south
Mumbai. Lokayukta M L

Tahaliyani, who looked into the
allegations against the minister,
has reportedly passed strictures
against Mehta.

Sunday’s expansion, which
has been scheduled at 11 am at
Raj Bhavan on Sunday, will be
the last Cabinet restructuring
that Fadnavis will undertake
ahead of the State Assembly polls
to be held in October this year.

Following the exit of State
Food, Civil Supplies and
Legislative affairs minister who
resigned last week from the State
Cabinet in the wake of his elec-
tion to the Lok Sabha, the num-
ber of vacancies in the State
Cabinet has gone up to seven.

The current strength of
the Maharashtra Cabinet is 36,
seven short of the stipulated 43
Ministers — a number that
accounts for 15 per cent of 288
members in the State Assembly.
Fadnavis may drop from his
Cabinet at least three ministers,

including Mehta, taking the
number of vacancies to be
filled to 10.  

Fadnavis, who is expand-
ing the State Cabinet after a gap
of three years, may accommo-
date in his Cabinet “two or
three” MLAs from the Shiv
Sena, which is a constituent of
the BJP-led saffron alliance
Government.

Informed sources in the
BJP said that Radhakrishna
Vikhe-Patil, whose son Sujay
quit the Congress in March this
year and won the Lok Sabha
polls by a margin of 2.81 lakh
votes from Ahmednagar con-
stituency on a BJP ticket, would
join the Devendra Fadnavis
Cabinet in Sunday’s Cabinet
expansion.  

Similarly, influential leader
from Marathwada region
Jaydutta Kshirsagar who quit
the NCP and joined the ruling
Shiv Sena on May 22, will be

inducted into the State Cabinet.
Three other names that

are making round as con-
tenders for ministerial berths
are BJP’s Mumbai unit presi-
dent Ashish Shelar, Atul Save
and Anil Bonde, both from the
BJP, and Avinash Mahatekar of
the RPI (Athavale).

Fadnavis had met BJP’s
national president and Union
Home Minister Amit Shah on
Thursday to seek clearance for
his Cabinet expansion sched-
uled for Sunday.

Fadnavis had earlier
expanded his Cabinet on July
8, 2016, by inducting 10 more
ministers and promoting one
existing Minister to Cabinet
rank.

The current strength of
the Maharashtra Cabinet is 39,
six short of the stipulated 43
ministers — a number that
accounts for 15 per cent of 288
members in the State Assembly.
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Narayan Lawand, a 45-year-
old farmer in Pune district,

died of electrocution while
using a submersible water
pump to irrigate his fields last
month. His death has brought
into focus the plight of people
living in the area around Ujani
dam in western Maharashtra
which was overflowing 
last monsoon.

Rui, Lawand’s village in
Pune’s Indapur tehsil, falls in the
backwater region of Ujani dam
across the Bhima river. As the
backwater spreads through hun-
dreds of small inlets and streams
in the area, it is common for
farmers to draw water from
them using submersible pumps.

But the water level in the
reservoir has depleted to such a
precariously low level this year
that small rivers and streams
which flow off the main water-
body have gone dry.

Submersible pumps and
pipes which draw water from
them, thus, lie exposed.

In many places, farmers,
who mainly grow sugarcane,
have pooled money to dig

trenches or shallow wells along-
side the parched streams. The
water that percolates into these
trenches is then pumped out.

“Rivers and streams have
dried up. Our crops are wither-
ing,” said Lawand’s brother
Tukaram. It forced his brother to
lift water from a trench dug near
a river. “He suffered electric
shock while using a submersible
pump and died,” he said.

“The water level in the
dam has gone down to an
unprecedented level. But last
monsoon the dam was full,”
said Sharad Kale, a farmer
from nearby Palasdeo village.

“Mismanagement” of the
reservoir is responsible for the
situation, he claimed. Water for
drinking purposes was released
to Solapur and parts of

Marathwada through rivers
instead of pipelines, and a lot
of water was wasted in the
process, he said.

The wall of Ujani dam is in
Solapur district. The backwa-
ter is spread across Daund and
Indapur tehsils of Pune district,
Karmala and Madha of Solapur
and Karjat in Ahmednagar
district.

“Water level is going down
day by day. Electric pumps of
farmers are out of action for last
three months,” Kale said. An
irrigation department official
denied that flawed distribution
of water of mismanagement
was the reason.

The total capacity of the
dam is 123.28 TMCft (thou-
sand million cubic feet) and last
year the dam received 119

TMCft water, he said.
“There are many reasons

why the water level went down
so much. Water was released
for drinking purpose to
Solapur and parts of
Marathwada. Water was also
released for crops. Evaporation
is another factor. But an impor-
tant reason is uncontrolled
water lifting in the backwater
region,” he said.

The dam was built to pro-
vide irrigation only for eight
months, but unauthorised lift-
ing, mainly for sugarcane fields,
goes on all-year-round, he said.

With the water level falling,
the thousand-year-old
Palasnath Shiva temple near
Palasdeo village is now clearly
visible. Built in the
‘Hemadpanthi’ architectural
style, most of it was submerged
when the dam was built. “Now
the entire temple is visible.
Tourists are flocking here to see
it,” said a local farmer. 
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Facing the prospect of paying
a sum of Rs 287 crore to a

private contractor and getting
quashed its crucial resolution of
terminating the Balganga con-
struction contract, the
Maharashtra Government will
belatedly file an appeal before
Raigad district court on
Monday, challenging the ruling
given by a Bombay High court-
appointed Arbitration Tribunal
in favour of a private firm.

The BJP-led Maharashtra
government, which has come
under severe flak for its failure
to appear before the high court-
appointed Arbitration Tribunal
hearing a payment-related dis-
pute, has delayed inordinately
in moving the Tribal in appeal
against the tribunal’s order
passed in April awarding Rs
287 crore for the State Water
Resources department’s “delib-
erate” failure to appear at the
hearing before the tribunal.

The tribunal had set a 90-
day deadline for the state gov-
ernment to file an appeal
against its order.  “It is shock-
ing that the Maharashtra gov-
ernment has not bothered to
move the Arbitration tribunal
even 70 days after the tribunal
passed an order against it.  It is
only after I obtained the tri-
bunal’s order through an RTI
query and shot off a letter to
State Chief Secretary Ajoy
Mehta that the State Water
Resources department has
woken up and is moving the
tribunal in appeal on Monday,”
RTI activist Pravin
Wategaonkar said.    

“My information is that the
State Principal Secretary, Water
Resources Department, delib-
erately absented himself from

the tribunal’s hearing in the
payment related mater. This
prompted the tribunal to pass
an order against the State gov-
ernment,” Wategaonkar said.

While awarding Rs 287
crore to private firm M/s F A
Construction for the state water
department’s failure before it
during the hearing, the
Arbitration Tribunal – headed
by retired high court judge V
G Palshikar -- had on April 6
quashed the State government
resolution dated September
23, 2016 terminating the con-
tract awarded to M/S FA
Construction for the con-
struction of Balganga dam in
Raigad district.               

“Despite service of notice,
the State government has cho-
sen not to appear in the present
proceedings. In the circum-
stances, we have no hesitation
in holding that both, the GR dt.
23.06.2016, and the Notice dt.
28.10.2016 (by KIDC), suffer
from the vice of non-applica-

tion of mind, failure to consider
relevant facts, consideration
of irrelevant facts and failure to
comply with the elementary
principles of natural justice,
which amounts to malafides in
law,” the tribunal order stated

“Hence, we hold that both,
the GR dt. 23.09.2016 and
(KIDC) notice dt. 28.10.2016,
are not only invalid but are
totally null and void in law,” the
tribunal noted.

Following a payment dis-
pute between the state-run
Konkan Irrigation
Development Corporation
(KIDC) and M/s FA
Construction, the contractor
had moved the Bombay High
Court in 2015. In turn, the high
court had ordered the setting
up of a five-member panel to
look into the dispute.  

Incidentally, the Balganga
project was one of the 12 irri-
gation projects that the State
Government had scrapped on
August 30, 2016, after the

large-scale irregularities sur-
faced in them.

On August 24, 2016, the
State Anti Corruption Bureau
had registered the first FIR in
the irrigation scam, booking 11
people in connection with
alleged irregularities in award-
ing the contract for Balganga
dam to FA Enterprises.

The names of former
deputy chief minister and NCP
leader Ajit Pawar and  former
Water Resources Minister Sunil
Tatkare — also of the NCP are
being investigated for alleged
irregularities in 12 major irri-
gation projects undertaken
during the previous Congress-
NCP regime.         

The multi-thousand irri-
gation scam, it may be recalled,
had come to light in September
2012. Ajitdada had resigned
from the deputy chief minister’s
post on September 25, 2012,
attributing his decision to the
media reports on the alleged
irregularities in the awarding of
38irrigation contracts worth Rs
20,000 crore in Vidarbha region
during 2009, without seeking
the mandatory clearance 
from the governing council of
the Vidarbha Irrigation
Development Corporation
(VIDC).

Ajitdada was the State
Irrigation Minister between
1999 and 2010, before he was
elevated as the deputy chief
minister and handed the port-
folios of Finance and Energy.
The irrigation scam had
allegedly taken place during his
tenure as the State irrigation
scam. After Ajitdada took over
as the deputy chief minister,
Tatkare assumed charge as the
Irrigation (Water Resources)
Minister.
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After the success of UP Investors’ Summit in February
2018 that fetched investment proposals worth Rs 4.68

lakh crore, the Yogi Adityanath Government is now con-
templating organising its maiden ‘Global Investors’
Summit’ early next year. 

The 2018 summit resulted in big investment as a fair
share of MoUs matured into actual investment in the state.

The proposed ‘Global Investors’ Summit’ would be held
on a grand scale and position Uttar Pradesh as an ideal
investment destination not only in India but globally.

While reviewing the progress of Industrial
Development department this week, Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath asked officials to start preparing for the ‘Global
Investors’ Summit’, proposed to be held in February 2020. 

He also directed the officials to hold the second ground-
breaking ceremony for the pending industrial and infra-
structure projects next month. During the two-day UP
Investors’ Summit in Lucknow on 21-22 February, 2018,
the UP government had signed 1,047 memoranda of under-
standing (MoUs) worth Rs 4.68 lakh crore with private and
public sector companies.  The summit was inaugurated by
Prime Minister Narendra Modi in the presence of honchos
of corporate world, including Mukesh Ambani, Gautam
Adani, Kumar Mangalam Birla, N Chandrasekaran,
Subhash Chandra, GM Rao, Shiv Nadar and many others. 

The State also hosted delegates from Mauritius, Japan,
the Netherlands, Finland, Czech Republic, Thailand and
Slovakia to explore investment opportunities in UP.
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Inclement weather on Saturday
hampered rescue efforts to

retrieve the mortal remains of
13 air-warriors who were on
board the Indian Air Force air-
craft that crashed in the moun-
tains of Arunachal Pradesh, an
IAF spokesman said. 

Shillong-based IAF
spokesman Ratnakar Singh said
the rescue operation, which
commenced early Saturday
morning, could not progress
further due to inclement weath-
er at the crash site.

Cheetah and ALH heli-
copters are on standby and are
waiting to commence opera-
tions once the weather
improves. At present there are
low clouds accompanied with
rain in the area, the spokesman
said in a statement.

The IAF is making all
efforts to retrieve the mortal
remains of the deceased air-
warriors. IAF personnel are in
constant contact with the fam-
ilies of these air-warriors and
they are being updated regu-
larly about the ongoing rescue
operations. They are also
being explained the challenges
being faced by the rescue team,
he added.

The rescue team on Friday
recovered the cockpit voice
recorder (CVR) and flight data
recorder (FDR) of the Russian-
origin AN-32 aircraft.

The aircraft was going
from Jorhat in Assam to
Mechuka advanced landing
ground in Shi-Yomi district in
Arunachal Pradesh, near the
border with China, on June 3
when it lost contact around
half-an-hour after taking off.

The wreckage of the plane
was spotted by an IAF chopper
on Tuesday at a height of
12,000 ft near Gatte village on
the border of Siang and Shi-
Yomi districts, after eight days
of a massive search operation
involving a fleet of aircraft and
choppers as well as ground

forces. A 15-member team of
rescuers were sent to look for
survivors in the accident site on
Wednesday and eight of them

reached the place on Thursday
morning. 
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Hyderabad: The Indian Air
Force would ascertain the cause
of the recent crash of an AN-
32 aircraft in Arunachal
Pradesh and take steps to
ensure that such incidents do
not recur, IAF chief BS Dhanoa
said on Saturday.

His comments came days
after the wreckage of the aircraft
was found in a remote area in
Arunachal Pradesh, more than
a week after it went missing with
13 people on board.

“We have recovered the
flight data recorder and the
cockpit voice recorder...We will
go into the detail (to ascertain)
as to what happened and how
do we make sure that it does
not happen again,” he told
reporters on the sidelines of the
Combined Graduation Parade
at the Air Force Academy in
Dundigal near here.

“In Arunachal Pradesh,
the way we fly, the terrain is
very treacherous and most of

the time, it is cloudy...When
you are flying in that terrain, in
that cloudy weather, there have
been many, many, not only Air
Force, even otherwise, Pawan
Hans and all, lot of accidents,
because of controlled flight
into terrain,” he claimed.

Noting that there were pro-
cedures to make sure such
accidents do not recur, he said,
“.. Need to review what hap-
pened and we don’t have such
an accident again.” PTI
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Alleging that “jungle raj”
was prevailing in Uttar

Pradesh, Samajwadi Party chief
Akhilesh Yadav met Governor
Ram Naik on Saturday to dis-
cuss the poor law and order sit-
uation in the state and sub-
mitted a memorandum. 

Akhilesh Yadav along with
senior SP leader Ahmad
Hassan submitted a memo-
randum to the Governor and
urged him to intervene and
“wake up” the state government
as he did during the SP regime. 

Yadav said, “During SP
regime, it was said that there
were only Yadav officers. Now
there is hardly any district
police chief or district magis-
trate from the Yadav commu-
nity. We have requested the
Governor to wake up the state
government and direct it to con-
trol the prevailing jungle-raj.”

The SO chief further said,
“Criminals are having a free
hand and they are doing what-
ever they want in this regime.
UP Bar Council president
Darvesh Singh Yadav was shot
dead inside the chamber of a
lawyer in Agra court while
criminals were shot dead inside
jail. How can people take
firearms inside the lawyer’s

chamber or inside the jail?” 
Holding the present Yogi

Adityanath government
responsible for the deteriorat-
ing law and order in the state,
the SP president said that the
state government had failed to
instil confidence among people
of the state.

Akhilesh also tweeted:
“Incidents of rape, killings and
political attacks have been
increasing in the state. The CM
is busy in meetings but the law
and order is getting worse.
The firing at chairperson of Bar
Council in Agra has proved
that the situation is now out of
control.”

Akhilesh Yadav also raised
the issue of alleged harass-
ment of senior SP leader
Mohammad Azam Khan by
Rampur district administration
and said, “The Governor
should look into the matter
immediately as fake criminal
cases are being registered
against the SP leader by officials
to harass him.”

Recently, a couple of senior
Rampur district officials had
sought protection from Azam
Khan while cases were lodged
against the leader for illegally
grabbing government land for
Ali Jauhar University owned by
Khan.
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Srinagar: Four youths, who
wanted to cross the Line of
Control (LoC) to join militant
ranks, were taken into custody
in Uri sector of Jammu &
Kashmir and later handed over
to their families, the Army
said on Saturday.

Addressing a Press confer-
ence in north Kashmir’s
Baramulla district,
Commander 79 Mount Brigade

Girish Kalia said the youths
were taken into custody by the
Army near the LoC on Friday
and were handed over to their
respective families on Saturday.

He said the Army had
received information that they
were going to join the path of
violence after being “misguid-
ed” by local militants and their
accomplices.

“We acted swiftly to pre-

vent them from choosing the
wrong path and apprehended
them along the LoC in 
Limber area of Boniyar on
Friday,” he said.

The Army officer said the
youths were handed over to
their respective families after
proper counselling.  He
appealed to the youths to not
get misguided by the propa-
ganda of militants. PTI 
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Washington: President Donald
Trump has blamed Iran for
attacks on oil tankers near the
strategic Strait of Hormuz, but
he also held out hope that
implicit US threats to use force
will yield talks with the Islamic
Republic as the Pentagon con-
siders beefing up defenses in
the Persian Gulf area.

A day after explosions blew
holes in two oil tankers just
outside Iran's territorial waters,
rattling international oil mar-
kets, the administration
seemed caught between pres-
sure to punish Iran and reas-
sure Washington's Gulf Arab
allies without drawing the US
closer to war.

"Iran did it," Trump said
Friday on Fox News Channel's
"Fox & Friends." 

He didn't offer evidence,
but the US military released
video it said showed Iran's
Revolutionary Guard removing
an unexploded mine from one
of the oil tankers targeted near
the Strait of Hormuz, suggest-
ing Tehran wanted to cover its
tracks.

By pointing the finger at
Iran, Trump was keeping a
public spotlight on an adver-
sary he accuses of terrorism but
also has invited to negotiate. 

The approach is similar to
his diplomacy with North
Korea, which has quieted talk

of war but not yet achieved his
goal of nuclear disarmament.
Iran has shown little sign of
backing down, creating uncer-
tainty about how far the
Trump administration can go
with its campaign of increas-
ing pressure through sanc-
tions.

Iran denied any involve-
ment in the attacks and accused
Washington of waging an
"Iranophobic campaign" of eco-
nomic warfare.

A US Navy team on Friday
was aboard one of the tankers,
the Japanese-owned Kokuka
Courageous, collecting foren-
sic evidence, according to a US
official who spoke on condition
of anonymity to discuss a sen-
sitive operation.

Apparently alluding to the
US video, Trump said Iran's

culpability had been "exposed."
He did not say what he intend-
ed to do about it but suggest-
ed "very tough" US sanctions,
including efforts to strangle
Iranian oil revenues, would
have the desired effect.

"They've been told in very
strong terms we want to get
them back to the table," Trump
said. 

Just a day earlier, the pres-
ident took the opposite view,
tweeting that it was "too soon
to even think about making a
deal" with Iran's leaders. "They
are not ready, and neither are
we!"  Trump last year withdrew
the United States from an inter-
national agreement to limit
Iran's nuclear program that
was signed in 2015 under his
predecessor, President Barack
Obama.  AP
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Hong Kong: Hong Kong's
embattled leader on Saturday
said a divisive bill that would
allow extraditions to China
would be "suspended" in a major
climbdown from her govern-
ment after a week of unprece-
dented protests.

The city's pro-Beijing leader
Carrie Lam has come under
huge pressure to abandon the
controversial legislation, includ-
ing from her own political allies
and advisers.

"The Government has
decided to suspend the legisla-
tive amendment exercise, restart
our communication with all
sectors of society, do more...
Work and listen to different
views of society," Lam told

reporters on Saturday.
"We have no intention to set

a deadline for this work and
promise to report to and consult
members of the legislative coun-
cil on security before we decide
on the next step forward." The
international finance hub was
rocked by the worst political vio-
lence since its 1997 handover to
China on Wednesday as tens of
thousands of protesters were dis-
persed by riot police firing tear
gas and rubber bullets.

As criticism mounted, signs
also emerged of a growing dis-
comfort among Communist
Party leaders in Beijing, and Lam
held her press conference on
Saturday at the same
Government complex that was

besieged by protesters earlier in
the week. The South China
Morning Post said Lam held an
emergency meeting on Friday
night with her advisers while
Chinese officials were also meet-
ing in the nearby city of
Shenzhen to map a way out of
the impasse. "I feel deep sorrow
and regret that the deficiencies
in our work and various other
factors have stirred up substan-
tial controversies and disputes in

society following the relatively
calm periods of the past two
years," Lam said.

On Friday she found herself
facing growing calls from with-
in her own political camp to
reverse course and tamp down
spiralling public anger — includ-
ing from hardline pro-Beijing
lawmakers. "Shouldn't (we) cool
the citizens down? I think to
postpone it for a little bit is not
a bad thing. At this moment, the

Government should self-exam-
ine," Ann Chiang, a hardcore
pro-Beijing lawmaker, told i-
Cable News.

But others have warned
against Lam bending to the
protesters. "If the Government
caves in to violence and exter-
nal influences, in the long run
that would also make Hong
Kong ungovernable," pro-
Beijing lawmaker Regina Ip told
reporters. AFP
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Beijing: China on Saturday
said it supports the Hong Kong
leader's decision to suspend a
controversial bill that would
allow extraditions to China, fol-
lowing massive protests.

About an hour after Hong
Kong Chief Executive of Carrie
Lam announced the suspension
of the Fugitive Offenders and
Mutual Legal Assistance in
Criminal Matters Legislation
(Amendment) Bill 2019, fol-
lowing sustained protests from
lakhs of people an official state-
ment here expressed China's
backing for Lam and her deci-
sion to back down.

"We note that Chief
Executive Carrie Lam
announced that the Hong Kong

Special Administrative Region
(SAR) government decided to
suspend work on the Fugitive
Offenders and Mutual Legal
Assistance in Criminal Matters
Legislation (Amendment) Bill
2019," Chinese Foreign
Ministry spokesman Geng
Shuang said in statement.

China also expressed
Beijing's backing for the belea-
guered Lam who faced heavy
criticism from local people,
specially students, for attempt-
ing to push the bill disregard-
ing massive protests.

"The Chinese Central
Government expresses its sup-
port, respect and understand-
ing for the SAR government's
decision and will continue its

staunch support for Chief
Executive Carrie Lam and the
SAR government in governing
Hong Kong in accordance with
law and upholding the SAR's
prosperity and stability with
people from all sectors," Geng
said.

He said China continued to
respect and faithfully imple-
menting the "one country, two
systems" policy under which
Hong Kong was return from
British rule to China in 1997.

The former British colony
is being governed a high
degree of autonomy and the
rights and freedoms of Hong
Kong residents have been fully
guaranteed according to law,
he said. PTI
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Hong Kong: Hong Kong is
bracing for another mass rally
Sunday as public anger seethes
following unprecedented
clashes between protesters and
police over a controversial
extradition law, despite a
climbdown by the city's embat-
tled leader.

Organisers are hoping for
another mammoth turnout as
they vowed to keep pressure on
chief executive Carrie Lam,
who suspended work on the
hugely divisive bill on Saturday
after days of mounting pres-

sure, saying she had misjudged
the public mood.

Critics fear the Beijing-
backed law will tangle people
up in China's notoriously
opaque and politicised courts as
well as hammer the city's rep-
utation as a safe business hub.

The international finance
hub was rocked by the worst
political violence since its 1997
handover to China on
Wednesday as tens of thou-
sands of protesters were dis-
persed by riot police firing tear
gas and rubber bullets. AFP
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Beirut: At least 35 combattants
including 26 pro-regime forces
were killed on Saturday in
clashes and air strikes that
erupted at dawn in northwest-
ern Syria, a war monitor said.

The flare-up came as
Russian-backed regime forces
tried to retake two villages
seized by jihadists and allied
rebels earlier this month, the
Britain-based Syrian
Observatory for Human Rights
said.

"Since this morning, the
Syrian regime and allied fight-
ers have launched five failed
attempts to regain control of
Jibine and Tal Maleh in north-
western Hama province," said
Observatory head Rami Abdel
Rahman.

Syrian regime and Russian
air strikes killed nine jihadists
and rebel fighters, the war
monitor said.

Ensuing clashes in the

north of Hama province left 26
pro-regime forces dead, includ-
ing eight who were killed in a
mine explosion, the
Observatory said.

The Idlib region of some
three million people is sup-
posed to be protected from a
massive regime offensive by a
buffer zone deal that Russia
and Turkey signed in
September.

But it was never fully
implemented, as jihadists
refused to withdraw from a
planned demilitarised zone.

In January, the Hayat
Tahrir al-Sham alliance led by
Syria's former Al-Qaeda affil-
iate extended its administrative
control over the region, which
includes most of Idlib province
as well as adjacent slivers of
Latakia, Hama and Aleppo
provinces.

The Syrian Government
and Russia have upped their

bombardment of the region
since late April, killing more
than 360 civilians, according to
the Observatory.

Turkey said Friday that it
did not accept Russia's "excuse"
that it had no ability to stop the
Syrian regime's continued
bombardments in the last rebel
bastion of Idlib.

"In Syria, who are the
regime's guarantors? Russia
and Iran," Foreign Minister
Mevlut Cavusoglu told state
news agency Anadolu in a
televised interview.

"Thus we do not accept the
excuse that 'We cannot make
the regime listen to us'," he said.

His comments came as
Turkey disagreed with Russia
earlier this week after Moscow
claimed a new ceasefire had
been secured in the province
following weeks of regime
bombardments — a claim that
was denied by Ankara. AFP
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Baghdad: Two Iraqi officials say the
United States has given Iraq a new 90-
day extension for an Iran sanctions
waiver allowing Baghdad to import
electricity and natural gas from Tehran.

An Iraqi official told The
Associated Press on Saturday that
Baghdad was informed about the
waiver during a call the previous day
between U.S. Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo and Iraqi Prime Minister Adel
Abdul-Mahdi.

Another official confirmed the
waiver, saying it will start June 19.

Both officials spoke on condition
of anonymity as they were not autho-
rized to speak to the media.

Iraq's power sector is in disrepair
and doesn't generate enough electric-
ity to meet domestic demand, espe-
cially during the scorching summer
months. AP
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10 police officers are dead after their
vehicle struck an improvised explosive
device near the Somali border in a
suspected extremist attack.

The officials, who spoke on con-
dition of anonymity because they were
not authorised to share the informa-
tion, said those killed on Saturday in
Wajir County were among 13 officers
who were pursuing extremists who
had kidnapped police reservists.

Police on Friday said an unknown
number of gunmen stormed Konton
center in Wajir East and kidnapped
three reservists.

There was no claim of responsi-
bility for the latest attack. 

The Somalia-based al-Shabab
extremist group often targets Kenyan
security forces, vowing retribution
after Kenya deployed troops to
Somalia in 2011 to combat the
extremists.  AP
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Kathmandu: Thousands of people
belonging to the Newar community
staged anti-government protests on
Saturday, demanding withdrawal of a
controversial bill, which they say has pro-
visions in favour of land mafias and could
jeopardise Sanatan Hindu culture and
tradition.

Around 10,000 people from Newar
community rallied in the major parts of
the city Saturday morning raising slogans
against the Oli Government demanding
that the Government withdraw the
Guthi bill from the Parliament.

The K P Sharma Oli-led Communist
Party Government has tabled the bill in
Parliament to amend the Guthi Act and
nationalise both public and private
guthis and regulate all religious sites
under a powerful commission.

Guthis are socio-economic institu-
tions (trusts), both public and private,
that fund their obligations from incomes
from cultivated or leased land assets.
Depending on their obligations, guthis

fulfil religious, public service or social
roles and could either involve members
from a common lineage, or several.

"Don't destroy heritage," "scrap Guthi
Bill", "Our culture our identity", "down
with KP Oli government," "stop invasion
of Sanatana Dharma", read the placards
the protestors carried during the rally.

"Our Sanatan Dharma and culture
could be jeopardised if the Bill, tabled by
the Communist Party led government in
Parliament, gets endorsed," said Pavitra
Bajracharya a Newar activist and central
member of Federal Socialist Party Nepal,
which is also part of the ruling coalition. 

The aim of the bill is to snatch the pub-
lic and private land allocated for cultural
trusts and distribute to others encroach-
ing our age cultural heritages, he said.

Thousands of people also organised
torch lit rallies in neighbouring Lalitpur
and Bhaktaur districts on Friday night to
oppose the Government's move to
endorse the Bill that would destroy
centuries old Sanatan culture. PTI
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Kiev: A Ukrainian MP with
ties to Russia has bought a
national Ukrainian news chan-
nel, prompting a round of res-
ignations from journalists who
fear his ownership will mean
coverage influenced by
Moscow.

Taras Kozak of the pro-
Moscow party "Opposition
Platform" already owned two
national TV stations before he
took over the channel ZIK this
week. Kozak is a close ally of
politician Viktor Medvedchuk,
a controversial figure in
Ukraine because of his close
ties to Russian President
Vladimir Putin while Kiev is
fighting a Moscow-backed sep-
aratist war.

Journalist Roman
Nedzelskiy, one of five jour-
nalists to resign from the chan-
nel along with its CEO, said
Medvedchuk now essentially
controls ZIK. "Tomorrow I will
be on the air with the last
broadcast of the weekly show
'Details' and then I will start
looking for a job," he said on
Facebook late Friday.

"Medvedchuk is an enemy
of my country, a murderer of
both the past and the future,"
his colleague Vakhtang Kipiani
wrote as he announced his res-
ignation. Mustafa Nayyem, a
Ukrainian MP, wrote on social
media that the takeover would
be a challenge for new President
Volodymyr Zelensky. AFP
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London: A British-Iranian
woman jailed in Tehran for
more than three years has begun
a hunger strike to protest her
detention, her husband said on
Saturday.

Richard Ratcliffe said
Nazanin Zaghari-Ratcliffe has
told judicial officials she will
refuse food but will drink water
until she is granted "uncondi-
tional release." Ratcliffe said he
would hold a vigil outside Iran's
London embassy, and would fast
in support of his wife.

Ratcliffe said his wife "had
vowed that if we passed (daugh-
ter) Gabriella's fifth birthday
with her still inside, then she
would do something — to mark
to both Governments that
enough is enough. This really

has gone on too long." Zaghari-
Ratcliffe, who worked for the
charity arm of news agency
Thomson Reuters, was detained
at Tehran airport in April 2016
on charges of plotting against the
Iranian Govt. Her family denies
the allegations.High-level diplo-
matic attempts to secure her
release have so far failed. Foreign
Secretary Jeremy Hunt granted
40-year-old Zaghari-Ratcliffe
diplomatic protection in March,
but Iranian officials refuse to rec-
ognize her dual nationality. The
hunger strike comes amid
heightened tensions between
the West and Iran, which the
U.S. And U.K. Blame for attacks
on two oil tankers in the Gulf of
Oman this week. Iran denies
involvement. AP
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Harare: With Zimbabwe's econ-
omy in shambles and political
tensions rising, leaving the coun-
try seems the best option for
many who are desperate for jobs.
But those dreams often end at
the passport office, which does-
n't have enough foreign cur-
rency to import proper paper
and ink.

A passport now takes no less
than a year to be issued. An
emergency passport can take
months amid a backlog of
280,000 applications, never
mind recent ones.

Zimbabweans at the main
office in the capital, Harare, have
taken to sleeping in line for any
chance at being served the fol-
lowing day — and that's just to
submit an application.

Several million
Zimbabweans already left for
neighboring South Africa and
other countries during years of
economic turmoil under former
leader Robert Mugabe. The

hardships have only deepened
under current President
Emmerson Mnangagwa, who
took over after Mugabe's forced
resignation in late 2017.

The new Government's slo-
gan "austerity for prosperity"
now has a bitter ring.
Unemployment is rampant and
inflation is at 75%, the highest
since 2009, when Zimbabwe's
currency collapsed under the
weight of hyperinflation. 

Rapid devaluation of the
local currency against the US
dollar — also used as official
currency — has seen basic items
such as cooking oil changing
prices several times a day. The
health sector is collapsing, forc-
ing those who can afford it to
seek treatment abroad.

At the passport office, the
desperation to escape is all too
clear. "Guys, it's either we jump
the queue or we will have to
jump the border," one teenager
told a group of friends plotting

to sneak to the front of the line.
Another teen, 19-year-old

Brian Ndlovu, said coming to
the office makes him "feel like
there is really no way out of this
country. We are trapped." The

teens' plot to jump the queue
failed, in large part because
those at the front had camped
there for days and knew each
other by name. Emma Chirwa
said she only reached the front

of the line because she had
been sleeping outside the office
since June 5. "I was No. 34 on
Friday. They served no one. On
Thursday, they served 12 peo-
ple," she said, huddled in a

blanket on Sunday night.
In the biting cold of the

Southern Hemisphere's winter,
dozens of people, including
women with toddlers, slept on
cardboard boxes or in the dust,
holding their places. Around
midnight, one man parked his
motorbike and joined his wife in
blankets on the line. People
laughed.

Some huddled around a
fire of scrap wood taken from
the grounds of an adjacent
school. A small enterprise has
emerged, with some young men
holding places in the line for a
fee. Others sell pens, food items
and foreign currency while a
generator powered a photocopy
machine. By daylight, the line
snaked for more than a kilome-
ter and included school children
in uniform. A preacher holding
a Bible took advantage of the
crowd to deliver sermons about
resilience and hope. But for
many, the spirit is slipping.

For those seeking an emer-
gency passport, the task requires
multiple lines and a week of
sleeping outside the office. One
applies for an ordinary passport,
then waits for a chance to
upgrade the application to an
emergency passport. Those who
are booked for a date in 2020
have to join another line to plead
for an earlier date.

The delays are due to a lack
of foreign currency to import
special paper, ink and other
materials, as well as machine
breakdowns, according to the
national passport agency's reg-
istrar-general, Clemence
Masango. The Zimbabwe
Human Rights Commission, a
government body, has described
the passport crisis as "a major
human rights challenge" and
launched an investigation. In
response, officials are promising
change. "We have sourced the
foreign currency, and the
machine is now working, so the

backlog will be cleared soon. We
have to bring dignity to our peo-
ple," Home Affairs Minister
Cain Mathema told The
Associated Press on Wednesday,
vowing "a return to normalcy"
in a month.

But for those badly in need
of a legal way out of Zimbabwe,
such official statements count for
little without action.

In a busy, cramped corridor,
people clutching envelopes wait-
ed in yet another line outside
what they mockingly called the
"mercy office." It is where they
plead with senior officials that
their situations are dire enough
for their emergency passport
applications to be processed in
days, not months.

One woman said the date
she can upgrade her passport
application to an emergency
one is May 2020. "My mother
needs an urgent medical oper-
ation in India," she said. "She will
be dead by then."  AP
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Google’s Indian-American CEO
Sundar Pichai has said that it is

“perfectly fine” for big companies to
be scrutinised but cautioned against
doing it just “for the sake regulating”
them amid reports that the US is ini-
tiating an anti-trust violations probe
against the internet giant.

Pichai made the comments for
the first time after reports emerged
earlier this month that Google’s
search business and advertising prac-
tices may come under scrutiny dur-
ing the potential anti-trust violations
probe by the US Department of
Justice (DOJ).

The DOJ and Federal Trade
Commission are said to be dividing
up responsibility for oversight of
Google, Facebook, Apple and
Amazon to probe their market dom-
inance.

Pichai told CNN Business on
Friday that it’s “perfectly fine” for
companies like Google to be scruti-
nised when they get big enough.

“Scrutiny is right, and we will
participate constructively in these
discussions,” he said.

“I worry that if you regulate for
the sake of regulating it, it has a lot
of unintended consequences,” he

said, focusing on the issue of artifi-
cial intelligence in particular. 

Pichai said, “it will have impli-
cations for our national security and
... For other important areas of soci-
ety. Having leadership ends up being
really critical.”

This is not the first time Google
has come under scrutiny. The com-
pany was under investigation by the
Federal Trade Commission in 2013,
but emerged relatively unscathed
after the firm pledged to change cer-
tain aspects of its business, such as
how it handles content from third-

party travel or shopping sites.
“We have gone through similar

situations in Europe, so it’s not a sur-
prise to us,” Pichai said, adding “for
some of the other companies, maybe
the scrutiny is newer.”

He said that there are countries
that aspire to be the next Silicon
Valley, and they are supporting their
companies too. 

“This doesn’t mean you don’t
scrutinize large companies, but you
have to balance it with the fact that
you want big, successful companies
as well,” Pichai added. 
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Representatives of trade
unions on Saturday pressed

the government to raise the
minimum wage to �20,000,
provide 200 days of assured
work under the rural employ-
ment guarantee scheme and
ensure minimum monthly
pension of �6,000.

The unions during a pre-
budget meeting also demand-
ed hiking slabs for exemption
of income tax for salaried per-
sons and pensioners to �10
lakh per year. They asked for �8
lakh income tax slab for senior
citizens and exemption of all
perks and fringe benefits like
housing, medical and educa-
tion facilities and 
running allowances from
income tax.

Besides, the representa-
tives of around a dozen central
trade unions expressed their
reservation against the privati-
sation and divestment in prof-
it-making public sector under-
takings and stressed on increas-
ing investment for job creation
in the pre-budget meeting with
Minister of State for Finance &

Corporate Affairs Anurag
Thakur.

After the meeting, some of
trade union leaders also
expressed their unhappiness
over the absence of Finance
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
in the meeting. Thakur chaired
the meeting as Sitharaman had
to attend the NITI Aayog’s
Governing Council 
meeting held around the same
time.

All India Trade Union
Congress (AITUC) General
Secretary Amarjeet Kaur said,
“Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman had invited us for
pre-budget consultations. But
we had a discussion with
Minister of State. They tried to
limit the discussion on four
broad points protection of
labour, skill development, jobs
and wages.”

However, she said, “We, the
10 central trade unions group,
put up all of our points. We
have demanded for �20,000
minimum wage, �6,000 mini-
mum monthly pension and
guaranteed employment of 200
days under MNREGA (100
days at present).”
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India along with the US are among the coun-
tries with the highest number of visa appli-

cations for the UK’s technology sector, accord-
ing to the latest data from Britain’s leading net-
work for digital tech entrepreneurs.

Tech Nation, a UK Home Office designat-
ed body for tech visas, found that applications
from India covered a wide range of sectors, as
the Tech Nation Tier 1 Exceptional Talent Visa
for Digital Technology experienced a 45 per cent
increase in applications in 2018-19, up to 650
from 450 the previous year.

“The countries with the highest amount of
visa applications continue to be India and the
US, from Software Engineers and Business
Developers in Software Development, AI &
Machine Learning, FinTech and
Enterprise/Cloud sectors,” a Tech Nation report
said this week.

“Nigeria, Russia, Canada, Australia, China
and South Africa also top the list for number
of applications,” it added.

Tech Nation is one of just five designated
competent bodies (DCB) appointed by the UK
Home Office for the Tier 1 Exceptional Talent
Visa, in the fields of digital technology, engi-
neering, medicine, science, the arts 
and media. 
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India’s fuel demand in May
was unchanged from a year

earlier, preliminary
Government data showed on
Saturday, indicating a continued
slowdown in various sectors
including industrial output.

Fuel consumption, a proxy
for oil demand, was 18.61 mil-
lion tonnes in May, data from
the Petroleum Planning and
Analysis Cell (PPAC) of the oil
ministry showed on Saturday.

India’s economy grew 5.8%
in March quarter, its slowest
pace in more than four year,
falling behind China’s pace for
the first time in nearly two
years.

Several indicators — auto-
mobile sales, rail freight and
domestic air traffic — indicate
a slowdown in domestic con-
sumption. India has not yet
released industrial output data
for May.

Sales of gasoline, or petrol,

rose by a robust 11.32% to 2.73
million tonnes in May as the
narrowing price gap with diesel
is pushing motorists to opt for
petrol-driven vehicles. Diesel
sales rose 2.84% to 7.78 million
tonnes.

Cooking gas, or liquefied
petroleum gas (LPG), rose
marginally to 2.06 million
tonnes.

Naphtha sales increased
by 7.73% to 1.09 million tonnes
and sales of bitumen, used for
making roads, were down by
8.4%.

India revised down its fuel
consumption for April to 17.67
million tonnes, a decline of
0.6% from a year earlier, the
data showed.
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Ahead of the Budget, repre-
sentatives of tech sector

and industry bodies like
Nasscom, IAMAI and MAIT
met Minister of State for
Finance Anurag Thakur
Saturday to discuss various
issues, including  tax structure,
and share their views on
strengthening digital economy.

The pre-Budget consulta-
tion meeting also focussed on
data issues such as use of Big
Data technology in improving
the forecasting of economic,
financial, climatic etc phe-
nomena by analysing large
data sets.

Seoul: The blasts detonated far
from the bustling megacities of
Asia, but the attack this week
on two tankers in the strategic
Strait of Hormuz hits at the
heart of the region’s oil import-
dependent economies.

While the violence only
directly jolted two countries in
the region — one of the tar-
geted ships was operated by a
Tokyo-based company, a near-
by South Korean-operated ves-
sel helped rescue sailors — it
will unnerve major economies
throughout Asia.

Officials, analysts and
media commentators on Friday
hammered home the impor-
tance of the Strait of Hormuz
for Asia. AP
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�How tough is it for India to pre-
pare and plan for an unpre-
dictable side like Pakistan?

We know they have talent, but
we play well as a team. In the first
two games we gave clinical perfor-
mances and focused on what we
need to do. We're not focusing too
much on what the opposition has
to do or what it will bring to the
table. We need to believe in our
strengths.If we play well as a team
we can beat any side in the world.
That's the type of confidence we
have carried in the first two games
and we want to continue in the
same manner in the next whatev-
er coming games we have.

�Considering Pakistan's profi-
ciency against spinners and the
wicket, any strategic changes
needed?

The conditions and the length
of the game will make us think
about a few combinations. The
kind of spinners and the kind of
bowlers we have, it's difficult for
any team to just come out and
attack these guys. There's a certain
level of risk involved when you
have world class bowlers bowling
at you.

We need to focus on the com-
bination we're comfortable with
because we bat all the players in
our team and expect them to put
in performances and execute what
they are best known for. The
length of the game and looking at
the conditions, we will definitely
think of a few combinations.

�Do you have to plan some-
thing different for Pakistan?

We have to be flexible. We can't
be rigid in our approach because
if the conditions are different from
what we played in the last game
then we'll have to think of differ-
ent combinations,  areas to
strengthen in the bowling attack.
If pace becomes a more important
option, we'll look to explore that.If
not, if the length of the game is
going to be full and we expect the
game to be 50 overs both sides,
then we'll probably think of anoth-
er combination. We'll have to see
how today pans out, how tomor-
row the conditions are. All players
are in a zone to be ready to play,
so that helps in selecting the com-
bination you need, depending on
the conditions.

�Who's the real threat in the
Pakistan team for you consider-
ing the weather?

We're not focusing on the
opposition, so for us no one's a
threat. No one player matters more
than the other. It's about going into
the park as the Indian cricket
team and taking on whichever
team is in front of you. If we play
well, we can beat any side in the
world. If you don't, teams are
going beat you. That's how simple
the game of cricket is, and should
be.

In our minds, nothing changes
according to the opposition. We're
only focused on playing the type of
cricket we're known for, not sin-
gling out any player from the
opposition.

�Any message for the fans?
For us, a professional approach

is most important. We can't get too
emotional or excited. But for the
fans, looking at the atmosphere and

frenzy around the game, I would-
n't say it's easy to think like a play-
er. The fans' should enjoy the
atmosphere, the occasion the way
they want to and the way it's been
enjoyed for years, but the players
obviously have to maintain the
mindset which we have for years
approaching any game, whether it's
against Pakistan, Australia, England
or South Africa. We need to go out,
be professional and execute what

we're expected to.

�We have not played this team
very often. How much of a chal-
lenge that is?

I don't see it as a massive chal-
lenge because even the teams that
you know well, you have to play
good cricket against. If you play
good cricket, if you do the basics
better than the opponent, then
invariably you win, unless someone

creates a match-winning magical
performance all  by himself.
Familiar oppositions, unfamiliar
oppositions don't matter because
you understand that if you don't
play well, you don't win, and if you
play well, you win against anyone.
If we do our strengths well it will
be good enough for anyone in the
world. We need to have that belief. 

�When it is a game against
Pakistan what do you tell your
young camp?

We have discussed nothing
different from the time we came to
England. The mood in the dress-
ing room hasn't changed. We
understand that any game you
play for your country can be emo-
tional, adrenaline filled, so no one
game is more important or more
special for us than the other.We are
a top side in the world because of
the cricket we play and we always
need to remember that.

�You have had outstanding suc-
cess under pressure. But how dif-
ficult is it as a captain to keep the
youngsters away from the hustle-
bustle of an Indo-Pak meet?

The best way to approach
something like this is to understand
that the game starts tomorrow at a
certain time and it finishes at a cer-
tain time, it's not going to last a life-
time, whether you do well or don't.
The tournament goes on.As a unit,
11 guys share responsibility. That's
been our message from day one.

�If it rains, then what?
It's in no one's hands. We've

been in these situations many
times. We'll just have to wait and
see how the weather pans out.
Whatever amount of game we get

- a full game would be outstanding
- we have to be mentally ready to
go in there and do what we need to
do. 

�Fast bowlers haven't had an
ideal preparation for this big
game….

They are in a good head space
and have bowled well in the first
two games. If physically they can
stay fresh and their bodies are feel-
ing good, mentally they're just
fine. They should take care of
their bodies, recovery and energy
levels.Bumrah and Bhuvi are bowl-
ing well. It is important for them to
stay in prime condition and the
mental side of things will take care
of itself, more so where conditions
are like this, they'll get a lot more
help than the first two games.

�Can you take us through some
tense and funny moments against
Pakistan on field?

Tense was Champions Trophy
2009 where Yuvi fractured a finger
and I was literally flown in and in
two days' time I was playing against
Pakistan at Centurion. I hadn't
experienced anything like that
before and I played a very bad shot.
I couldn't sleep until 6 am. I was
looking at the ceiling and thinking,
that's it, I've flown in and now I'm
finished.

There have been many funny
moments over the years The inci-
dent happened during the World
Cup in Mohali I can't really elab-
orate here. That was quite funny.It
was involving Shahid Afridi and
Wahab. I was standing with the
strikers, and I heard a conversation,
which as I say, I can't elaborate here,
but in a high-pressure game, that
made me laugh.
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Yeah… no pressure at all, only 1.5
billion people waiting for you to
win," said Hardik Pandya the other

day in his usual laconic manner. But that
quite well summarises the traditional
frenzy around any high voltage India-
Pakistan clash, more so in the World Cup,
even if emerging statesman Virat Kohli
refuses to rise to the bait and add some
of his own banter to the occasion.

With the match rated as big as
Football World Cup Final with a 1.5
billion viewership count, it is quite
unusual - and unfortunate - that all the
mid-field contest, combination,
chirping, strategizing and what not
kind of exciting talk has taken a
backseat to the more mundane and
entirely unrequired chance of rain
cutting short the proceedings today
when a well sorted India high on self-
belief, performance and wins, meet a
relatively new, cornered and edgy
Pakistan facing near ouster from the
tournament.

Kohli says that a 50-over both sides
match would be outstanding for
combination and strategy, but
flexibility would be required if the rain
cuts it short, of which chances are high.
As per the latest on the weather chart -
which has been changing stance since
morning - there is now a 20 per cent
rain chance at 10 am and 80 per cent in
the afternoon around 2, for at least an
hour-and-a-half. The match is slated to
begin at 10.30 am local time.

How much of a truncated contest it
will become remains to be discussed in
emergent morning huddles in both the
dressing rooms, but with the kind of
conditions in the air, a three-man pace
battery with the inclusion of
Mohammed Sami is a distinct
possibility. "Bumrah and Bhuvi are
bowling well. It is important for them
to stay in prime condition and the

mental side of things will take care of
itself, more so where conditions are like
this, they'll get a lot more help than the
first two games," skipper Virat Kohli
said at his pre-match Press conference.

Statistics tell you, and the entire
world quotes them with joy and
concern depending on which side of
the border the chirp is coming from,
Pakistan is yet to record a victory
against India in a World Cup. They
broke this traditional ICC event barrier
in the Champions Trophy Final which
they won, but as their coach Mickey
Arthur says, "that was a long time ago."

More than anything in a game of
this proportion, where emotions get
overly stoked, especially in young
dressing rooms on either side, the need
is to draw from focus more than
precedent, calm more than passion and
self-belief over all else.

Kohli knows that Aamir is in top
gear having torn through the
Australians with his fifer and Wahab
comes with his own brand of pace and
risk. But he, like Arthur, has also seen
that the three disciplines of batting,
bowling and fielding are yet to come
together for the green brigade. While
Arthur is looking at creating havoc
upfront to unsettle the famed Indian
batting order, Kohli is confident that
the shock of a seasoned Shikhar
Dhawan being unavailable would be
duly dealt with by KL Rahul who is in
keen nick.

The regimen is the same as always:
See through the first 10 overs, build up
a score that the bowlers can defend and
then wait for the excellence of the arm
department to play through the
opponents. On a brown top, there are
brownie points for the likes of Rohit
Sharma and Kohli himself who scored a
scintillating ton the last time the two
met in the World Cup at Adelaide.
Neither has picked up niggle or rust in
the contravening four years. Add to that
the fast and furious Hardik Pandya,
who fired away in the nets on match
eve, and master finisher in M S Dhoni,

and all one needs is a plan that works, a
belief that propels it and conditions that
give India the wings to fly to another
two points.

Hype or not, in the end, it is just
about two points, like from any other
game, isn't it? The tournament will go
on and tomorrow will be yet another
day for Kohli. For Pakistan skipper
Sarfaraz Ahmed though, a defeat would
mean, well, Gone With The Wind,
without the Scarlet O Hara kind of
optimism in defeat and misery.

�9����
India: Virat Kohli (captain), KL Rahul,
Rohit Sharma, Vijay Shankar, MS Dhoni
(wk), Hardik Pandya, Kedar Jadhav,
Kuldeep Yadav, Yuzvendra Chahal,
Bhuvneshwar Kumar, Jasprit Bumrah,
Mohmmed Shami, Dinesh Karthik,
Ravindra Jadeja, Shikhar Dhawan.
Pakistan: Sarfaraz Ahmed (captain),
Fakhar Zaman, Imam ul Haq, Babar
Azam, Haris Sohail, Hasan Ali, Shahdab
Khan, Mohammed Hafeez, Mohammed
Hasnain, Shaheen Shah Afridi, Wahab
Riaz, Mohammed Aamir, Shoaib Malik,
Imad Wasim, Asif Ali.
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This is it. We’ve come full circle. We’re
back to where our journey as a cricket
crazy nation began: England. Lord’s.
Here we go again. From complete
underdogs then to absolute world dom-

inators and financial powerhouses now. We’ve
come a long way since that fine day in 1983 when
Kapil Dev — an all-rounder from Punjab with an

erstwhile ordinary individual
record — lifted that trophy
and ushered in an era of fran-
tic following to the point of
raising the status of the sport
to that of a religion and its
most revered son, Sachin
Tendulkar, to that of a God. 

A lot has happened
between that iconic moment
in the balcony of Lord’s to
the iconic six hit by
Mahendra Singh Dhoni to
win India’s second World

Cup in 2011. But all of that
later. First, let’s celebrate the fact that our
Sharma ji ka ladka, Rohit Sharma, is living up to
expectations, and that Koffee With Karan came
way before the World Cup and IPL and is a
thing of the past. If only it will serve to ignite
the fuel to perform better for Hardik Pandya
and KL Rahul. And we still have our maverick
ex-captain, Dhoni, albeit for most likely the last
tournament of his stellar trophy-laden career. 

So let’s get down to business and examine
with utmost scrutiny our beloved Team India’s
chances in the 12th edition of the ICC Cricket
World Cup 2019. Starting with our very own cap-
tain furious, Virat Kohli. He has come a long way
since leading India to the U19 Cricket World Cup
in 2008, and being a part, but not a key man, of
the 2011 World Cup winning squad. He was
handed over the ODI captaincy in 2017 and has
only taken India to newer heights since. His per-
sonal accolades are a statistician’s dream. In ODIs,
he holds the world record for the fastest batsman
to 10,000 runs in 205 innings. He has the highest
number of centuries in run chases in the world
and is only nine centuries away from breaking
Tendulkar’s record (49) in style, which I’m sure all
us thought would never be broken. 

But as the adage and some commentator’s
favourite line goes: “Records are made to be
broken.” We should, in fact, consider ourselves
fortunate that we are seeing the cricket version
of Messi and Ronaldo — albeit not in the same
era — and both of them are Indians. And they
are broken and keep getting broken in every
department, which makes you wonder what the
reason for that could be. The reasons are aplen-
ty, namely smaller cricket boundaries, new
improved thicker bats, different balls (Dukes v

Kookaburra), changed power play rules, and
pitches generally favouring batsmen etc. 

So it’s only natural that India would feature
heavily amongst those records being a batting
heavy team predominantly. But recently, trends
have changed and for the better. India has become
a force to reckon with when it comes to the ball.
The destroyer-in-chief being Jasprit Bumrah, who
is atop the ICC world rankings for bowlers. He is
supported by Kuldeep Yadav (7), Yuzvendra
Chahal (8), Bhuvnesh Kumar (17) — who are all
amongst the top 20. While amongst the top 20
batsmen, only three Indians feature, namely Kohli
(1), Rohit Sharma (2), and Shikhar Dhawan (14).
The next best batsman is Dhoni at number 24. 

Talking of the all-rounders, they are what
many believe to be the X factor in India’s chances
for progressing to the last four. Pandya is fresh off
a Koffee controversy and fresher off an IPL show-
ing he should be proud of — he ended the tour-
nament with 402 runs at a strike rate of over 190,
smashing 38 boundaries and 29 sixes in 15
matches. He also claimed 14 wickets in 16 games.
He has so far played 45 ODIs and has taken 44
wickets with an economy of 5.53 and batting
lower down the order, he has scored 731 runs in
29 innings. He can field well too and can bowl six
to seven crucial overs, picking up wickets. His
role is akin to that of Yuvraj Singh in the 2011
World Cup. And if he can channelise that embar-
rassing, unnecessary media scrutiny and a won-
derful IPL showing, he can very much be the
most important player of the team and a potential
Man of the Tournament just like Yuvraj Singh. 

The other player who could be as effective is
Kedar Jadhav. He might not be as exuberant and
controversial but he has proved himself many a
time not just with the bat but also with the ball. A
solid middle order batsman and good finisher, he
is also the man with the “golden arm”. His side
arm action and the angle at which he delivers
makes it difficult for batsmen to pick the ball. 

KL Rahul has also shown his mettle and not
let controversies affect him. It’s good to see that
both Pandya and Rahul took the negative media
attention in a positive way and came out of it
stronger and more determined. Rahul looks con-
fident and reliable to call upon in any situation.
He has made the crucial number 4 position his
own. And being an opener originally, it’s an
advantage when the ball is moving around and
causing problems. Talking of how the controver-
sy affected him, he said: “In life, in cricket, you
make mistakes. You have bad days, you learn
from them and try to be a better person. I never
doubted myself, my personality, never doubted
who I am. I was strong in my head, I got
through it and am happy to be back and enjoy-
ing my cricket.” I think we all have something to
learn from him in the sense that it’s not the blow

that gets you down, it’s the mettle to get back up
and fight for what you believe in. 

This is the fifth time that cricket’s most pres-
tigious tournament is being held in England and
Wales. The previous winners of those editions
have been West Indies (1975, 1979), India (1983),
and Australia (1999). The format for the tourna-
ment is quite different from the previous editions
we are used to seeing. It’s played in a round-robin
manner in a single group of 10 teams, with each
team playing the other nine once, and the top
four at the end of the group phase progressing to
the semi-finals. The 1992 World Cup in Australia
and New Zealand was also played in a round-
robin format, with nine teams participating. The
10-team tournament this time has gained criti-
cism due to the lack of Associate teams in the
tournament. Given the increase of the Test-play-
ing nations from 10 to 12, with the admission of
Ireland and Afghanistan in June 2017, it is the
first World Cup to be contested without all of the
Test playing nations being present. After the
elimination of all Associate teams at the qualify-
ing tournament, this is also the first World Cup
to feature no Associate members.

There’s no tournament without a bit of con-
troversy. A few days ago, Dhoni was asked by
the ICC to remove the dagger insignia from his
wicket-keeping gloves despite the Indian cricket
board’s assertion that it was not a military sym-
bol. The BCCI had sought permission for the
star wicketkeeper batsman from the world gov-
erning body (ICC), but it was denied citing reg-
ulations that no individual message or logo can
be displayed on any item of clothing or equip-
ment. In addition, the logo also breaches the
rule that allows only one sponsor’s logo on the
wicket-keeping gloves. In Dhoni’s case, he
already sports an SG logo on his gloves.

Another talking point is the big match for all
Indians — cricket fans or not — at Old Trafford,
Manchester, on June 16. It’s the one game that
brings every Indian together (if cricket didn’t do
a good enough job of it already). It’s India v
Pakistan. With the same old rivalry and passion,
but with renewed verve and political context.
Following the 2019 Pulwama attack, several for-
mer Indian players and the BCCI called for the
boycott of this group match fixture, wanting to
ban the Pakistan team from playing in the tour-
nament. However, after conducting a board
meeting in Dubai, the ICC rejected the BCCI’s
proposal and confirmed that the scheduled
match would go ahead as planned, despite the
ongoing stand-off between the two nations. The
match being held today will most likely be
viewed the world over by a record audience as is
usually expected for an India-Pakistan
encounter, but made extra tense by the recent
political relationship of the two nations. 
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Talking of India, Pakistan and the many reasons this
cannot be viewed as just a sport. It’s an extension of every-
thing we stand for and believe in — personally, politically,
morally. Ever wondered why Team India’s jersey colour is
blue and not the usual suspected patriotic colours, saffron
or green? It had to be taken from the Indian Flag as a sym-
bolic gesture for patriotism. While saffron stands for
courage and selflessness, green signifies faith, fertility, and
prosperity. The blue in the Ashoka Chakra stands for the
colour of the sky and ocean. The selection of saffron or
green colours for the jerseys would have created controver-
sies of religious or political favoritism as saffron is heavily
associated with Hinduism, Jainism, and Buddhism as well
as the political parties we all know by now, while green is
affiliated with Islam. Thus, it wouldn’t have been a wise
decision to choose those to represent a nation which prides
itself to be secular. The blue colour then automatically
became the first choice to represent the nation and its war-
riors on the field with its symbolic meaning of the “most
truth of the universe”. And “Bleed Blue” has recently
become an anthem of the youth, again symbolically signify-
ing the passion and dedication of battling till you bleed and
staying true to your talents and virtues. And nobody
embodies that never-say-die attitude and fighter mentality
than our current and former captains, Kohli and Dhoni. 

In the 2011 World Cup hosted by India, we were one
of the favourites and definitely one with the most pressure
to perform on our home ground with the final being in
Mumbai. This time, that mantle is taken by England with
the final being at the Mecca of cricket — Lord’s. And
unlike India, they’re not that adept at handling the undue
pressure of expectations, with the 2013 Champions Trophy
final being a case in point. India sure has good memories
of playing finals at the Mecca of cricket (cue Sourav
Ganguly’s shirt waving at Lord’s balcony), the NatWest
Series Final in 2002, and, of course, the 1983 World Cup
win. But for that to happen again, India will have to beat
the best of the best to first come in the top four and then
it’s all down to the semi-finals and the finale at Lord’s. 

England, meanwhile, will be looking to win their first
ever World Cup, which is ironic since they’re the inventors
of the game. They have been losing finalists in 1979, 1987,
and 1992. In the 2015 World Cup, Bangladesh knocked
out England from the group stage, which raised questions
on the latter’s relevance as an ODI team. Since then, they
have completely turned over a new leaf and have become
the number 1 ranked team in the world in ODIs. They
have defeated several top teams, including India and
Australia, this year and their batsmen also broke the
record for the highest total in an ODI innings. With a
plethora of match winners in their squad, they are certain-
ly not the team they were in the previous World Cups and
are viewed by most as ‘the’ team to watch out for. But
whether or not they have shed their choker status and
weak mentality remains to be seen. Lord’s save the Queen!
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The James Bond movies of the
1960s genre were our first expo-
sure to science fiction. At a time

when television or satellite television
channels were unheard of and even tele-
phones and cars were rare items (at least
in Kanjirakkadu in Ernakulam district
where I grew up), the scenes which por-
trayed Sean Connery — who immor-
talised Bond — speaking to his sources
at far away places through the contrap-
tion attached to his wrist watch and dri-
ving around in that Aston Martin still
linger in the mind. Sridhar, a theatre at
Ernakulam, was the window to this
world of sci-fi for my generation.
Sridhar theatre has given way to a shop-
ping mall and the interest in James Bond
movies, too, came to an end with
Connery leaving the field and making
way for the new generation actors.

But interest in science fiction con-
tinued because of television series like
Cosmos: A Personal Voyage anchored by
Carl Sagan and the works penned by
Arthur C Clarke whose 2001: A Space
Odyssey remains fresh in the mind.
Through his science writings, Clarke
told us that the world would use space
science and satellites from the geosta-
tionary orbit for communication ser-
vices. He had written in one of his sci-
ence papers in 1945 about the “extra-ter-
restrial relays” that would revolutionise
the world of communication.
Conventional science teachers had
scoffed at such ideas and told us not to
be carried away by such prophecies! See
what has happened to the telecommu-
nication sector, which has transformed
the world into a global village.

In Ramayana, the great Indian epic
which is portrayed by progressive ele-
ments as a work of fiction, the war
between Lord Rama and the demon king
Ravana is described by author Sage
Valmiki as a spot report from the theatre
of war. Valmiki gave an account of the
myriad arrows deployed by the Lord  and
his enemy. Aagneyam, Varuna, Kaubera,
Indrastram, Nairyathaastram,
Yaamyaastram, Gandharvaastram,
Gauhyakamastram, Aasuramastram,
Vaishnavastram are some of the arrows
used by the Lord and his rival in the war,
which lasted many days. It was
Brahmastra, provided by Lord Indra
through Matali, the charioteer, which
came to the rescue of Lord Rama in fin-
ishing off Ravana once and forever. 

Rationalists may laugh at the names
of arrows deployed in the great
Ramayana war. But the truth is that mod-
ern missiles developed by Indian scien-
tists and which could be categorised
based on their properties (surface to air
or SAM, Agni, Prithvi, Aakash etc)
were all inspired by the arrows  men-
tioned in the great epic. This underlines
the role played by science-fiction in

developing the technological know how.
Science fiction is what strengthens

the foundation for strong and robust sci-
ence and technology sector. Scientific
temper should not be used to demean
and ridicule the facts mentioned in India
specific epics and great literary works.
The dreams espoused by the great sci-
ence fiction authors are slowly but
steadily becoming a reality. Recent news
coming out of China is that scientists in
that country have succeeded in develop-
ing the Invisible Coat, a subject that has
inspired many books and films.

Numbercaste, authored by Sri
Lanka-born Yudhanjaya Wijeratne, is an
exciting piece of work. We are mute wit-
nesses to the role played by Artificial
Intell igence and Information
Technology in moulding the new world.
These technological marvels are like
double-edged swords, similar to the

internet as well as mobile phones. How
the internet and cellphones cause dis-
asters and development in human lives
is a part of modern folklore.

We live in an era where human
beings have lost their relevance and iden-
tity and have been compressed into 10
or 12 digit numbers. The Aadhaar num-
ber controversy is raging all over India,
with people debating heatedly about per-
sonal privacy being violated with the help
of Aadhaar numbers, making the
humans “niraadhaar”.

What Wijeratne portrays in this
work of fiction is how a technology
developed by Numbercaste, a digital
startup launched in Silicon Valley by
Julius Common, an entrepreneur with
strange habits, takes on IT giants like
Facebook, Google, and other social
media outlets and emerges as the glob-
al monopoly. The events unfold in our

immediate future, say in 2030 or so.
The Twitter is dead and gone.

Numbercaste starts from where Twitter
ends. “People used hashtags, 140 char-
acters, and you send a message out and
the people who follow you could read
it. We are building something like that.
The plan is you are in the area and peo-
ple are talking about it, then you know
it. It could be anything from a revolu-
tion to armed robbery to a party hap-
pening two lanes away. It doesn’t mat-
ter. If it’s something you can benefit
from, we’ l l  point you that way.
Numbercaste’s got you covered,”
Common, owner of Numbercaste, tells
Patrick Udo, the main protagonist who
has been hired by Common for the job.

Common explains to Patrick his
idea of the perfect world. “A world where
you can name a man and I can tell you
exactly how much he means to us… Not

just the money in his bank, but his actu-
al worth, as a member of this species. You
can drive your expensive cars and roll out
your stupid make-up, but in 10 years’ time,
none of that will matter. I am going to take
this world and I am going to  goddamn
grind it into something more real,”
declares Common. He lives up to his
word. It is a thrilling mission. If the
reviewer reveals more, the suspense asso-
ciated with the book would vanish. Since
this book is a must-read for all who are
interested in the future of the world, it is
not advisable to disclose more than this.

The Numbercaste brought back
memories of 1984, the dystopian novel
authored by George Orwell in 1949.
Though 1984 has come and gone, pos-
sibilities of the chances of the scenario
portrayed by Orwell continue to haunt
us. If there are some similarities between
1984 and Numbercaste, it could be coin-
cidental. Time to go for a re-read of
1984 too. Sir Arthur Clarke spent a big
part of his life in Sri Lanka and crafted
some of the best sci-fi works while stay-
ing in the island. Who knows, Wijeratne
may have a lot to offer the readers in the
coming days. The climate and ambience
of the island nation could be ideal for
such literary pursuits.

For India to truly change,
there needs to be a change
in our society and culture.
The internet is playing a
big part in it. The rise of

internet penetration also means that
things are now more equal, since
people who didn’t have a voice
before now do. ‘The Great Opinion
Wars’ talks about how social media
has allowed aspirational Indians to
voice their opinions on topics that
have always been the domain of the
privileged class. 

However, social media has also
birthed a strange new phenomenon
in India — the bhakts, and there is
advice for both the bhakts and
those at the receiving end of their
abuse in ‘Anatomy of an Internet
Troll’. Another phenomenon that
social media has caused is ‘virtue
signallers’ — those people who
have to show that they are so vir-
tuous, so noble and so good that
they sense communal intolerance
in a statement even when others
don’t. ‘Look, I’m so Secular!’: The
Rise of Virtue Signallers on Social
Media’ talks about this and how it
distorts national public debate on
a range of important issues.

But do these phenomena indi-
cate that India is getting more
intolerant? There are endless debates
about this, but I think that we are a
mixed society, tolerant and intoler-
ant at the same time, as explained
in ‘Fifty Shades of Intolerance’. I
don’t believe that intolerance has
anything to do with the request
from Hindus that a temple be built
in Ayodhya, and ‘Why We Need a
Ram Temple in Ayodhya’ talks
about why restoring the temple on
its original site and building an even
grander mosque nearby will be a
great act of religious cooperation. 

A crucial aspect of what makes
India the country it is, is the fact
that we are a democracy, and any
attempt to undermine that is dan-
gerous. The essay on blind bhakts
talks about how unquestioning
support of a leader, rather than the
country, can actually harm that
leader. The essay on the Supreme
Court’s order regarding the playing

of the National Anthem before a
movie screening (‘Anthem Order:
The Intention’s Good but
Imposition Isn’t’) argues that
authoritarianism can never create
patriotism. The Government ban
on pornography is a similar curtail-
ment of basic freedoms, as
explained in ‘Hypocritical and
Impractical: With the Porn Ban, the
Government Has Flaunted Its
Control Freak Instincts’. I think that
the key to becoming an awesome
nation is to defend individual lib-

erties. Related to this is the need to
stop mixing religion and law, and
‘Too Many Holy Cows’ talks about
how it is time to discuss what it
means to be a secular republic, and
revise the Constitution to reflect it.

Social change means that we
need to look at the infrastructures
in our cities, and the essay on
Mumbai rains talks about this and
what needs to be done so that the
country’s financial capital does
not come to a grinding halt every
monsoon. This overriding indiffer-

ence that seems to inflict Indians
is also reflected in our views on
corruption, and our don’t-care
attitude to corruption is addressed
in the essay on the 2G ‘non-scam’.

It’s important for one to be
proud of the country we live in, and
‘Will You Spend �80 to See India
Win a Dozen Olympic Golds?’ sug-
gests ways that we can improve our
gold medal tally at the Olympics at
the micro and macro level. Finally,
‘Creaming the People’ suggests a
move from caste-based reserva-

tions to economic-based ones in
order to create a truly fair society.
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If you are a true nationalist, put the
nation before individuals, even if
that individual happens to be your
favourite leader.

I recently conducted a Twitter
poll to test the hypothesis that
Narendra Modi enjoys an insane
amount of support among his
fans. The poll asked this question:
If Modi wanted to declare a
national emergency to eliminate
corruption, would you support it?
Out of nearly 10,000 participants,
57 per cent said they would sup-
port such a decision.

The usual Twitter poll dis-
claimers apply: It’s a highly skewed
sample, polls aren’t scientific, etc.
Also, the poll does not indicate my
own views in any way, nor does it
claim that such a proposal is on the
Government’s anvil. However, the
results do give us a sense of what
some of Modi’s hardcore fans (the
bhakts) feel. It is worth noting that
the participants were almost all
young, educated, digitally savvy

people who understand English.
Yes, a significant number of pro-
gressive young Indians are appar-
ently happy to give up democracy,
and vote themselves voteless.  

Stunned? Well, I admit that the
question was a tad unfair. After all,
there is nothing in the air that sug-
gests an emergency is in the offing.
Nor does one need to make such
harsh choices in order to proclaim
their support, or lack of it, for a
leader. Still, the numbers do show
(a)the enormous popularity of
Modi in his core fan base and/or
(b)a possible ignorance of what a
national emergency and giving up
democracy could mean. They also
indicate a huge lack of confidence
in the current political system and
the kind of leaders it generates. 

The reason for Modi’s appeal is
obvious. After all, he is a leader
who has created some hope. He
speaks a language that connects us.
Modi takes steps — big, bold ones
— to fix India. Whether or not they
solve problems is a separate story.
Making the effort and having good
intentions counts for a lot.
Demonetisation is a case in point.
Many experts have questioned the
benefits of the move. They diligent-
ly quote numbers and facts to
show that the actual advantages of
demonetisation could be margin-
al. Of course, these are wasted
efforts. All this economic mumbo-
jumbo is irrelevant to the Modi fan.
If fans are ready to support an
emergency in their leader’s name,
do you really think they give a
damn about falling GDP or actual
data about black money being
back in circulation? 

No, we are talking about love
here. Love doesn’t, and is not meant
to, see reason. And speaking of
demonetisation, the experts, though
not wrong, miss a key point. A huge
intangible benefit of the note ban
has been its unifying effect on an
otherwise divided country. Imagine
a bickering joint family.
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Higher education in gener-
al and Delhi University in

particular have witnessed a lot
of changes in undergraduate
study pattern during the last
eight years. Starting with a shift
from annual mode to semester
mode in 2010, semester mode
to four-year undergraduate
programme (better known as
FYUP) in 2013, FYUP to again
semester mode in 2014, and
semester mode to “choice
based credit system” (CBCS) in
2015. Latest in the loop is
ongoing revision of all under-
graduate courses in Delhi
University based on UGC’s
learning outcome-based cur-
riculum framework (LOCF)
for the 2019-20 academic ses-
sion. All the departments con-
cerned have been given three
months to complete this
process. Interestingly, all these
“reforms” have been
announced all of a sudden
and implemented in the very
next year of the announcement. 

However, the purpose of
this article is to draw the atten-
tion of Delhi University’s
undergraduate curriculum
revision committee (2019)
towards some issues related to
ongoing CBCS pattern that
requires immediate attention. 

As per the University
Grants Commission (UGC),
CBCS provides “a ‘cafeteria’
type approach in which the
students can take courses of
their choice, learn at their own

pace, undertake additional
courses and acquire more than
the required credits and adopt
an interdisciplinary approach
to learning”. 

As CBCS enters its fourth
year, a critical evaluation of the
programme is in order, espe-
cially when the first batch of the
CBCS passed out last year.
Delhi University can be the best
institution for the purpose of
evaluation since it has been
treated as guinea pig for all
experiments related to
“reforms” in higher education.

CBCS and implications of
interdisciplinary approach 

Unlike all previous pattern
of the undergraduate pro-
gramme, CBCS is different
due to its infusion of compul-
sory interdisciplinary approach
in papers apart from compul-
sory language courses. The
generic elective (GE, hereafter)
is a course that needs to be
compulsorily chosen from an
unrelated discipline/subject.
Every discipline is entitled to
offer some papers as generic
elective for honours students
for the first four semesters
and for non-honours students
in the last two semesters. 

CBCS necessitates all hon-
ours students to choose one
generic paper from discipline
other than their own in each of
first four (1 to 4) semesters.
Similarly students of non-hon-
ours courses are supposed to

choose one generic paper from
discipline other than their own
in each of last two semesters i.e.
5th semester and 6th semester.
For instance every student of
B.Com (Hons.) is required to
opt a generic paper each for
first four semesters out of a
pool of disciplines other than
commerce i.e. maths, eco-
nomics, business economics,
history, political science, psy-
chology, Hindi, English, etc.

In order to understand the
problem, let us take an exam-
ple of generic paper offered by
department of commerce at
undergraduate level in Delhi
University. According to CBCS
syllabus, department of com-
merce of Delhi University
offered following papers for
generic elective: microeco-
nomics in the first semester,
macroeconomics in the second
semester, business statistics in
the third semester and Indian
economy in the fourth semes-
ter. These papers can be taken
by students enrolled in any
honours course other than
B.Com (honours). 

The experience of last three
years of CBCS indicates that
commerce generic was mostly
opted by the students of
Bachelor in Business Economics
(BBE. There is an astonishing
co-incidence that all those BBE
students who opted for com-
merce discipline as generic
paper were studying same
papers as their core papers in

same semester for first three
semesters, and one in the fifth
semester. Similarly, the stu-
dents of BA(Hons.) Economics,
BBA(FIA) and BMS were study-
ing almost similar compulsory
core paper(s) as they were
studying (or studied) in their
commerce generic.  

In this way opting com-
merce as generic paper by the
students of BBE and many
other courses will not add any-
thing to their knowledge but
the repetition of same papers in
the same semesters.
Interestingly, students of BBE
opt commerce generic mainly
to lessen their burden. While
preparing for one paper, other
automatically gets prepared.
However the question still
remains: Will lessening burden
at the cost of the other paper be
helpful in long run? 

Teaching a group of 
heterogeneous students  

Other significant problem
lies in the fact that when stu-
dents of different disciplines
opt generic elective of a par-
ticular discipline, it brings
together students of highly
heterogeneous nature in terms
of attitude, knowledge, aptitude
and exposure. This makes
teaching and learning even
more challenging. For instance
teaching generic of commerce
discipline to the students of
economics and BBE requires
different skills than teaching

the same to the students of
Hindi journalism, English,
History, Sanskrit, etc.
Unfortunately, these students of
different disciplines are taught
commerce generic together in
the same class, where it is eas-
ier for some to grasp and very
difficult for others. 

It is not the case that con-
cerns raised here are being
faced only by commerce disci-
pline, while offering its gener-
ic paper to the students of dif-
ferent disciplines or when stu-
dents of commerce discipline
are opting generic elective
offered by other disciplines. But
more or less similar problems
are being faced by many disci-
plines since inception of CBCS
pattern in 2015-16. 

CBCS and synchronisation
of papers 

The provision of introduc-
tion of a generic paper may
have been with a noble cause
but the lack of synchronization
between various disciplines
during syllabus formulation is
going to have a far-reaching
impact on teaching learning
process. For instance, prior to
the introduction of CBCS, four
compulsory papers of eco-
nomics were being taught to
the students pursuing
BCom(Hons), but post CBCS,
there is no compulsory paper
of economics to be studied by
them. However, students can
opt economics as their gener-

ic paper if they wish so, and
they can also drop it anytime
in the upcoming semester if
they wish so. 

Problem might arise when
a student doesn’t opt for eco-
nomics as his generic elective,
as in that particular case he will
be graduating without gaining
any knowledge in the field of
economics. In the absence of
basic knowledge of economics,
how fruitful that degree in
commerce would be for the
student is all together another
matter of concern. 

However, problems do not
get over by avoiding econom-
ics by commerce students as
they are required to study a
compulsory core paper,
Business Mathematics in their
fourth semester. Interestingly
this paper covers various math-
ematical tools related to max-
imisation and minimisation
i.e. differentiation, integration,
linear programming, simplex,
input-output, etc. The applica-
tion of differential calculus is
used to find out maxima of rev-
enue, output and profit func-
tions, utility maximisation,
minimisation of costs, marginal
propensity to consume (MPC),
marginal propensity to save
(MPS), etc. Similarly integral
calculus is used to obtain con-
sumer’s surplus, producer’s sur-
plus, etc. All these concepts are
related to either microeco-
nomics or macroeconomics,
which were earlier compulso-

rily being taught to students of
commerce before they were
introduced the paper of
Business Mathematics and
Statistics. Since studying eco-
nomics has been left on the
choice of student in CBCS, they
are being exposed to mathe-
matical applications on various
concepts related to economics
without being acquainted with
related basic concepts of eco-
nomics. This has resulted in
mechanical way studying busi-
ness mathematics without
knowing the reason for using
a particular application. 

However, irrespective of
the people responsible for poor
formulation of syllabus while
ignoring harmonisation of the
syllabus offered by various
departments, the ultimate loser
are the students who lost the
opportunity to study one addi-
tional paper by studying two
same papers for four semesters
or study some papers mechan-
ically or the teachers who are
required to teach a paper which
is simultaneously being taught
in other classroom to the same
students. 

This is the high time any
new change in the CBCS for-
mat carried out homework
with due consultation with all
stakeholders rather than doing
another exercise in haste. 

(The writer is Assistant
Professor of economics in Delhi
University)
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Just before the 30th anniver-
sary of the Tiananmen

Square protests on June 4 this
year, the Chinese State — con-
sidered by many as world’s
biggest censorship authority
—  removed all references of
the historic event from the web
pages in the country.

The moot point is whether
the Communist leadership is
wary of the revival of such
democratic uprisings in the
mainland. Many political
experts opine that deep inside
Communist China, the fear of
the explosion of the myth of the
Socialist State remains high.

What led to the bloody
Tiananmen Square crack-
down? How the Communist
bosses in Beijing responded?
And how the international
community wanted them to
deal with this democratic
awakening? The immediate
cause of this uprising was no
other than the demise of iso-
lated Communist Party leader
Hu Yaobang in April 1989. The
main reason for his isolation
was his strong views about eco-
nomic and political liberalisa-
tion in China. 

In fact, Yaobang was the
one who helped navigate China
away from orthodox Marxism
and led the world’s largest
Communist Party for six years.
His death triggered a sponta-
neous outpouring of public
grief, with millions of youth
coming out in protests seeking
to restore his reputation and
legacy for wide ranging reforms
in areas such as free press, free-
dom of assembly and an end to
official corruption across
China.

However in a remarkable
twist, this simple demand of
the youngsters and ordinary
people gradually transformed
into a massive protest move-
ment not only in the heart of
capital city Beijing but across
China. As many as one million
people occupied the
Tiananmen Square on June 4,
1989, making it one of the

largest protests in the history of
modern China. The demon-
strators refused to leave the
Square for nearly seven weeks,
until their demands for demo-
cratic reform were met by the
authority. Throughout the day
i.e. on June 3, the Government
warned the protesters that it
would do whatever is required
to quell, what it described, the
“social chaos”.

The Communist bosses
reacted by rolling Army tanks
over these unarmed young
protesters in the Tiananmen
Square. According to a secret
diplomatic cable, as many as
10,000 were killed on that fate-
ful day. Many of the leading
young leaders of the movement
are now living in the US,
according to information com-
piled by human rights in
China, an NGO, based in Hong
Kong and New York that pro-
motes fundamental rights and
freedoms in China.

No event like the
Tiananmen Square protests
has stirred such emotional out-
pouring from all walks of life
around China and no event like
it has brought so vehement
condemnation upon China
from the international com-
munity then and even now. 

The Tiananmen Square
protests remain a permanent
taint on China. Then US
President George Bush had
said he deplored the use of
force. And then UK Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher
said she was shocked and
appalled by the shootings. 

While the entire world
commemorated the 30th
anniversary of this horrible
clampdown on non-violent
human rights activists in
Beijing, China keeps online
mention of the historic incident
within the country virtually
non-existent. 

The US President, Donald
Trump, has described the vio-
lence in Beijing 30 years ago as
a “strong powerful movement”,
quelling a “riot”, albeit with

“horrible force”. Kevin
McCarthy, the current House
Minority leader in the US
House of Representatives,
expressed his deep concern
which truly symbolises what
took place in China on June 4,
1989: “Thirty years later, the
horrors of the Tiananmen
Square Massacre continue to
symbolise the Chinese
Communist Party’s inhumane
grip on power. Today, the cit-
izens of China have less free-
dom and their leadership
remains opposed to the most
basic of human rights. China
suppresses the truth by
attempting to sanitise its dark
history. It runs concentration
camps for religious minorities

and political dissidents. And it
boasts of its imperial designs
for global trade and disputed
territory. That is what the gen-
erations of Chinese leadership
is continuously doing to make
the party precisely the only
affair in every citizen’s life.

However, unfortunately, it
is not happening and many are
not responding to its machi-
nations today.

The secrecy and grand
censorship machine of the
Communist State makes it dif-
ficult to know even how many
actually died in the Tiananmen
Square movement. The party
has used both algorithm and
human editors to erase every
sign of the massacre from

China’s history. 
Commemorating the

anniversary, even by reposting
a photo can land a person in
detention across China. One of
those memorable photos is
that of “Tank Man” who played
a game of chicken with an
Army tank on June 5, just one
day after the dreaded massacre
in Tiananmen Square. But his
fate is unknown as of today.
The most recent imprison-
ment related to the Tiananmen
movement occurred on April 4
this year. A court in the South
Western city of Chengdu sen-
tenced activist Chen Bing to
three and half years in prison
for picking quarrels and pro-
voking trouble. His main

offence was that he labeled bot-
tles of “baijiu” alcohol with the
iconic image of the lone pro-
tester who stared down tanks
near the Tiananmen Square. 

Much more than this, what
the Chinese State does to the
relatives and families of
activists of this movement is
really surprising and terrible.
Each year, when the
Tiananmen anniversary
approaches, these families and
their dear ones are placed
under strict surveillance or
taken on enforced tours outside
the town. 

Besides killing thousands
in the Tiananmen Square
protests, many thousands were
put behind bars across China.

However, the authorities never
acknowledged that the arrests
were part of the “counter rev-
olutionary” drive. 

Ironically, this month also,
China defended the crack-
down on the 1989 Tiananmen
protesters in a rare public
acknowledgement of events.
Defence Minister Wei Fenghe
told in a regional forum in
Singapore that the “incident
was a political turbulence and
the Central Government took
measures to stop the turbu-
lence, which is a correct poli-
cy”. He further said, “The past
thirty years have proved that
China has undergone major
changes because of the
Government’s action at that

time. China has enjoyed sta-
bility and development.”

The statement from the
Government functionary epit-
omises the brutal face of China
that can do any anything in the
name of maintaining “stability”
and “development”. How far
this madness of urbanisation
and inhuman development
would take China to is nobody
guess. Development bereft of
basic freedoms may not boost
the Communist regime. Even
iron curtains fall when its time
comes.

The historic Tiananmen
Square protests tarnished the
image of the Communist Party
like never before. Equally it
undermined the legitimacy of
its rule both within and outside
China. Beijing needs to under-
take democratic reform at the
earliest. And it should embrace
a new system based purely on
“rule of law”. 

After decades of econom-
ic reform, Chinese people
could realise their dream of
national rejuvenation only
when basic political freedoms
are guaranteed to them.

The problem with China
today is that they do not want
to change as the liberal West
wanted it to be. The successive
Chinese leaders want the West
to believe that they rule China
with willful acceptance by the
majority of people.

The nationalist Chinese
autocracy, currently consoli-
dated under Xi Jinping, would
be a real terror both for its
populace and for the rest of the
world. When their revered
leaders boast about China
preaching and practicing
“peaceful rise”, why they are not
allowing its own people to
speak up against the party in
non-violent manner? Crushing
innocent and unarmed civil-
ians do not qualify China to a
dignified seat in the comity of
global leadership.

(The writer is an expert on
international affairs)
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Life in its usual run is subject to
twists and turns — sometimes
pleasant and at other times full of

pains. It is ever on its run, continuously
undergoing change, as the conditions
within and beyond keep varying. There
is no scope for having a perfect situation
in life. There comes a time when the
gross body loses its dynamism and
turns into a dead matter. It is true about
every finite existence. The duration of
stay may, though, vary from person to
person. There is no standard of measure
worth the name to account for one’s life
span in finite terms. We all are aware of
this existential truth. Yet, it is difficult to
bear with when a near and dear one
departs from the world. It is still more
shocking if it comes about at a young
age. Life, therefore, is paradoxical. The
other day, a grieving father sent a heart
touching message: “Big brother, my dear
son left us today. Feeling totally lifeless.
Prayer and everything failed to keep
him alive.” The message left me shiver-
ing for a few moments. If this news
could knock me down so badly, one can
only imagine the plight of the grieving
father who lost his only son at the
young age of 23. I knew that no pep talk

could assuage the feelings of someone
faced with such a devastating happen-
ing. So, I thought of trying to refresh
him with existential truth. Even that
may not so easily calm down his emo-
tional volatility. It may, however, offer
him grounds that may help him come
out of this sooner than later. 

Remember my friend, going by
ancient India’s philosophic perception,
the run of life doesn’t end with gross
body becoming a dead matter. In fact,
death is an opportunity to shed the
incapacitated body and reincarnate with
a fresh encasement in all strength. Your
son had to bear with excruciating pain
during the last one year of his chronic
ailment. You need to appreciate that
with his death, having discharged his
Karmic debt of being faced with such a
harrowing ordeal, he has moved
beyond, and so stands relieved. 

Bear in mind: A jeevatma (a live
being) with form and name is struc-
tured in three layers — gross, subtle,
and causal bodies, the three driven by
soul (the element of consciousness).
On death, it is just the gross body,
which is nothing but agglomeration of
matter, disintegrates. Its five con-

stituents — space, air, fire, water, and
earthly matter — merge with their pri-
mal source. The subtle and causal bod-
ies that are pure energy platforms do
not wither away, as would the laws of
conservation of energy mean. The soul
carries along the causal and subtle bod-
ies, having in store all the memory
imprints picked up during live exis-
tence, to reincarnate with a fresh gross
body encasement. So, life needs to be
seen in succession. Should you grieve,
the jeevatma’s attention is drawn,
which may disturb its onward journey.
Better pray for his smooth transition.

“I appreciate your point and shall
try to follow your advisory. But don’t
you think that this unforeseen happen-
ing puts a question mark on the very
relevance of Astrology? For, with what-
ever knowledge of Astrology I have,
Jupiter being the 6th lord was just
indicative of health issues but not
death as it doesn’t happen to be a
maraka. I am just curious to know, not
questioning you, could you see in his
chart the possibility of departure from
the world so early?” the man asked. 

Well, going by the traditional norms
of Astrology, his death didn’t seem like-
ly. But the death-inflicting 8th cusp’s
sub-lord Saturn (as per Krishnamurty

system) did indicate the possibility of
death during Jupiter’s period. For,
Jupiter occupying the nakshatra owned
by Saturn, would act as latter’s agent,
potent enough to make it happen. Even
the progressed Sun having become
square (adverse 90 degrees placement)
to natal Moon, carries the probability of
losing life. Even transit Saturn conjunct
unpredictable Neptune, and also square
to its dire enemy Mars did not augur
well for his survival either. 

Here again, Jupiter simultaneously
signified recovery from ailment in
strong terms. For, Jupiter’s nakshatra
lord Saturn happens to be the 5th lord,
which being 12th from the 6th, will
serve as latter’s antidote. With such
contrasting indicators in place, what
would one be tempted to lay impor-
tance to — raise the hope of survival
so that one tries to combat the situa-
tion in all strength, or indicate death
and make the person lose the battle
much before it even happens?
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